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Changes Seen For
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... In an effort to clarify its rules regarding telephone dial-up
remote control of transmitters, the FCC
has unveiled some preliminary clarifications.
At a15 October meeting of the Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineeres (AFCCE) in Washington DC, FCC Assistant Mass Media Bureau Chief William Hassinger distributed
copies of an effort, which he stressed is
still only in the preliminary stages, to
sweep away some confusion about the
dial-up rules.
Dial-up remote control equipment allows authorized personnel to take transmitter readings and make changes in
operation from any telephone.
In August, Hassinger indicated that
the FCC was planning a public notice
that will more clearly specify its remote
control rules. No date has been announced when the formal notice would

Daytimers
Get Night
Authority
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... The FCC has
authorized 21 of 41 daytime-only AM
stations operating on Bahamian clear
channel 1540 kHz for nighttime operation and has adopted rules to allow some
daytime-only stations on the 14 foreign
Class 1-A clear channels at night.
The Commission's decision followed
the receipt of comments by the FCC
regarding the issue, in which nontechnical standards for deciding use of the
clear channels were opposed by engineering and commercial broadcast
concerns.
Non-commercial associations, however, urged the use of such nontechnical standards, citing benefits to be derived from having minority and public radio preferences in the channel allotments.
New international agreements
Adoption of the nightime operations
for daytime-only stations was attributed
by the FCC to new international agreements, which are "based on interference
protection rather than priority use of the
channel."
In previous agreements, priority for
nighttime operations on the 14 foreign
clear channels was granted to the Bahamas, Mexico and Canada.
(continued on page 3)

be released.
The remote control rules continue to
be asource of confusion and criticism in
the broadcast engineering community.
While the FCC still requires that a
specified operator have final control of
the transmitter and EBS monitoring, the
existing rules, many engineers say, are
vague about the use of phone line remotes that, effectively, can bypass the
control operator.
Hassinger stressed that the preliminary clarifications that were unveiled at
the October AFCCE meeting are "unofficial." However, copies of the document
were given to the approximately 75 engineers who attended the meeting.
He said that the document, containing

11 paragraph guidelines, was being distributed to "see if it's worthwhile to
(eventually) put out apublic notice."
The rule clarifications, if approved,
would follow revisions made in connection with Docket 84-10 several years ago,
as part of the so-called deregulation campaign.
That effort resulted in remote control
changes to allow the use of microwave
control circuits, as well as to establish
uniform remote control procedures for
AM, FM and TV, said John Reiser, of the
FCC's Engineering Policy Branch, who
has been heavily involved in the remote
control rules.
Hassinger asked the AFCCE members
attending the October meeting to exam-

The 83rd AES convention drew attendees from the broadcast and music industries.
begins on page 12.

The Industry Constant
" Over the past
40 years, transmitter
manufacturers have
come and gone.
Continental
Electronics takes
pride in its staying
Tom Yingst, President
power and
commitment to the broadcast industry. In
good times or in bad, dedication to our
customers has not and will not waiver. You
can rely on our products and service . . .
they're a constant at Continental. -
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me the wording of the 11 paragraphs
dealing with the dial up rules, and invited them to call either himself or Reiser
with their suggestions about the wording of the paragraphs.
11 points
The 11 paragraphs cover awide range
of dial up remote rules. Statement 10 says
that "it is permissible for authorized personnel, including the chief operator, to
obtain data and adjust the transmission
system by telephone from any location."
Paragraph one maintains that "dial up
circuits, dedicated circuits, RPU channels
and the like are acceptable for metering,
adjustments and control."
Statement two goes on to say that
"there must be asecond, positive means
for the duty operator to use to turn the
transmitter off," with the possibilities including "interuptions to the program
line, STL microwave link or acontinuous radio frequency cueing and control
unit!'
Yet, the rules also call for the ultimate,
final control of aduty operator.
"Alarms and warnings of out-oftolerance conditions which may result in
interference must go to the duty operator first;' according to the third point.
If aresponse is not received "by the remote control master equipment from the
duty operator" within aspecific period
of time, the remote control must turn the
transmitter off.
Statement seven says that "the duty
operator can be located at any fixed location and employed in other duties that
do not detract from continuous attendance and ability to respond to operational requirements!'
Hassinger said that the rules, for example, would allow an operator to work
as aemergency services dispatcher, but
would not allow that person to go out
on calls, thereby being away from the remote monitoring point.
Point number nine maintains that "a
duty operator may be employed by or for
more than one station concurrently
provided it does not hamper his responsibility to respond to emergencies and
EBS alerts!'
That statement would seem to be at
least an acknowledgement of the increasing use of contract engineers by
many stations.
Paragraph four states that alarms,
warnings and indications must be "unambiguous," while five says the FCC
"will not specify the parameters which
must be monitored because these can
vary from station to station!'
Yet it stresses that "alicensee bears full
responsibility both to operate within its
terms of authorization and the Commission's rules, and to provide all essential
control and monitoring capability appropriate to its circumstances!'
(continued on page 9)
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FCC Keeps KeW Call Distinctions
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The FCC has
decided not to change its traditional
policy of having "W" call signs east of
the Mississippi River and "K" calls signs
in the west.
However, the commissioners voted 20
October to allow stations that are not
commonly owned to share call letters—
but only with the approval from the station that originally was using the calls.
They also approved aplan that would
"streamline" the rules to allow more efficient transfer of calls during an ownership transfer.
W/K changes rejected
In rejecting a plan it had proposed
earlier this year to allow "W" calls in the
west and "K" calls in the east, the FCC
said it "recognizes the value of maintaining the traditional radio station identifications embodied in the K and W rule!'
The FCC concluded that "the benefits
of maintaining the geographic restriction
on ( the) assignment of K and W as the
first letter of call signs outweighed any
minor inconvenience it may pose for
some broadcasters."
It also said that "on further reflection
such a change would not increase the
pool of available call signs, but only the
areas in which existing call sign possibilities could be used!'
With a few exceptions, such as
Philadelphia's KYW or Ft. Worth's
VVBAP, W calls are confined to east of the
Mississippi and K's to west of the river.
Call sign sharing
Also in its October ruling, the FCC
said that it would allow stations that are
not commonly owned to share call signs,
but only if the station that originally had
the call sign approves the sharing.
Earlier this year the Commission said
it wanted to explore the possibility of al-

lowing stations on different bands and
in different markets to share calls. For example, the proposal said that the WNBC
calls, now used by an AM and aTV in
New York, could be used by a noncommonly owned FM elsewhere since
there is no WNBC-FM.
The FCC does allow stations to share
call letters if they are commonly owned,

66
The FCC recognizes
the value of
maintaining. . . station
identifications.

55

such as KCBS-TV in Los Angeles and
KCBS-AM in San Francisco, which are
both owned by CBS.
Those that commented on the plan
criticized it saying that allowing unrelated parties to share calls would lead
to confusion within the industry and
among listeners.
Taking those comments into consideration, the FCC said it would " permit assignment of the same basic call sign for
stations in different services that are not
commonly owned, but only if an applicant for aconforming call sign obtains,
and submits with its application, written permission from any other station already using the call letters."
"In view of the fact that broadcast stations sell time and participate in program
supply in other markets nationally and
locally," the FCC said that "the harmful
effects from mistaken identity would not
be limited to any particular geographic
area."
Ownership transfer
The FCC also said it will eliminate the
risk broadcasters had of losing their call

letters when they changed frequencies
within the same market.
The previous "first come, first served"
policy required stations to relinquish and
then to re-request their calls when changing frequencies. In its October ruling, the
Commission said it will wave the first
come, first served rules in such cases.
The NAB immediately praised the
FCC's latest ruling. Radio Board Chairman Jerry Lyman, of RKO Radio, said
that dropping the W and K geographical distinction would have created "unnecessary confusion."
While he added that the NAB "continue(s) to believe that the Commission's
decision to permit stations in the same
or different markets to use the same call
letters could create confusion to the public and to the rating services," Lyman
maintained that "at least the Commission has decided to require consent of
the station holding the orginal call sign."
The issue is contained in FCC docket
MM 87-11. Contact Scott Roberts at
202-632-6302.
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Reel to Reel and Cassette Recorders
Graphic Equalizers and Noise Reducers
Audio Effects Processors and Digital Reverb
Dual Line Amp, DA, Splitter or Combiner

$199
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Digital Compact Disc Players
ENG Cassette Dubbing
Off- Air Monitor Tuners
Console Audition Outputs

Interface consumer/industrial IHF (- 10db) stereo source equipment and signal
processing devices into professional studio + 4dBm, 600 ohm systems without
loading distortion, crosstalk, hum, response roll- off or RF pick -up.
True transformer output isolation, balance and protection with
less than . 01% THD even at 20Hz and + 22dBm peak output!

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

102 db dynamic range...greater than aCompact Digital Disc system!
Self contained power supply, Velcro .
'" and dual rack mounting.
Free Detailed Brochure and Specifications Available
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FCC
Clips
Holmes appointment
There has been no action yet on an
appointment to the FCC commissioner's slot left vacant when Dennis
Patrick took over as chairman earlier
this year.
With the imminent departure of
Commissioner Mimi Dawson to the
Department of Transportation, the
FCC will soon find itself with only
three members.
The potential for problems in decision making has some in the FCC
concerned. In the case of asplit decision, abstention by the third member
could stall any Commission action on
controversial agenda items.
There is also concern that Congress
may choose not to address the Commission issue until next year, in part
due to Congressional dissatisfaction
with the FCC over the Fairness Doctrine.
If no one is selected to the Commission before Congress recesses, rumors
in Washington suggest that President
Reagan may opt to grant a "recess appointment" to Bradley Holmes, onetime aide to Chairman Dennis
Patrick.
Although only a temporary solution to the shorthandedness on the
Commission, a recess appointment
would allow Holmes to serve without
Senate confirmation through next
year.
For additional information, contact
the FCC news media information office at 202-632-5050.
Monitoring FCC indecency actions
The director of noncommercial
WRFG-FM in Atlanta is launching a
grassroots campaign to inform the
public of the FCC's actions in the matter of broadcast indecency.
Calling her project Open Ears/Open
Minds, WRFG's Melanie Collins said
the event will "expose and oppose ... attempts to censor, suppress
or ban progressive or controversial artists, idees and activists."
Collins has chosen the first week in
January 1988 for her project which
she expects will be endorsed by radio
stations nationally.
For additional information, contact
Melanie Collins at 404-523-3471.
New MMB appointment
Douglas W Webbink has been
named the Mass Media Bureau's new
assistant chief for economics of the
Policy and Rules Division.
Before the appointment, Webbink
had served as an economist at the
Federal Trade Commission's Bureau
of Economics, where he was involved
in matters such as the FTC's franchise
rule.
Webbink had worked at the FCC
from 1978 to 1982 as an economist and
later as Deputy Chief of the Office of
Plans and Policy.
He received aB.A. in physics from
Brown University and aPh.D. in economics from Duke University.
Contact the FCC's news media information office at 202-632-5050.
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Some Daytimers OK'd For Night
(continued from page 1)
The agreements, particularly those
with Canada and the Bahamas, which
did not allow nighttime operations in the
US within 650 miles of their countries,
had levels of protection which "far exceeded the requirements necessary to
avoid interference," the FCC maintained.
The FCC announcement on use of the
clear channels, issued 15 October, maintained that the Commission was "not
precluded from partially implementing
nighttime operation on 1540 kHz, so
long as full international protection is
provided."
Restrictions in some agreements which
are still binding will require power limitiations from some stations beyond 650
miles of the Bahamas, the FCC said.
When the older agreements are no
longer binding, the Commission said it
will issue a "show cause order" granting possible increases in power.
No list of daytimers allowed evening
operations on 1540 kHz was available at
press time. Sources at the FCC have said
such a list would be unavailable for 90
days after the 15 October announcement
date.
Opposing nontechnical standards
Prior to issuing its statement regarding the clear channels, the FCC had requested comments from interested parties on whether nontechnical criteria
should be used when reviewing applications, to give preferential consideration
to minority and public radio applicants.
The FCC, which has called such
zriteria unnecessary and "redundant,"
was supported in some comments from

commercial broadcasters and engineers.
However, comments from noncommercial groups stressed that nontechnical
considerations afford greater broadcasting diversity.
The NAB filed comments with the
FCC which underscored its desire for
"FCC elimination of artificial barriers to
expansion of AM radio service." The
group also showed support for a proposal "not to utilize nontechnical acceptance criteria for processing fulltime station applications on the 14 foreign clear
channels."
The non technical rules "severely limit
the availablity of these foreign clear
channels," the NAB maintained. The association added that opportunities for
use of the clear channels were available
in "underserved or unserved areas," and
that the rules might restrict new service.
The Association for Broadcast Engineering Standards ( ABES) said that
the FCC has provided evidence that
"there are so few opportunities throughout the nation for meaningful new services on the Canadian and Mexican clear
channels that the application of the
(nontechnical) acceptance standards
would have been an irrational act."
FCC data, ABES maintained, "provide
aclear and rational basis for the Commission's fundamental conclusion that
considerations of daytime co-channel
and adjacent channel interference rule
out the extensive use of the Canadian
and Mexican clear channels for new fulltime AM stations."

ing daytime hours, to expand their service into the nighttime period," ABES
wrote.
ABES held there was " no public interest in preventing licensees of daytime
only-stations from applying for fulltime
facilities" on the clear channels. The
group urged the FCC to speed adoption
of the rules.
Not uniformly supported
Despite some comments favoring
purely technical considerations as eligibility criteria for the 14 clear channels,
the proposal was not uniformly supported within the industry.
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting ( CPB) maintained that the FCC proposal "fails to take into account the reasons, independent of the service-related
criteria, for limiting applicants for these
channels to minorities and noncommercial entities."
CPB also took exception to the FCC's
reasoning that benefits from using nontechnical criteria would be outweighed
by having "whatever spectrum remains
available in the mature AM service from
being used where it is most needed."
"This appears to mean," CPB said,
"that service by commercial and
minority broadcasters is equivalent to no
service at all, and is in any case not a
service to be nurtured and encouraged."
National Public Radio ( NPR) con-

tended that "nontechnical acceptance
criteria for minorities and public radio do
not prevent available spectrum in the
AM service from being used."
Rather, NPR contended, the criteria
"focus the use of the spectrum for
achieving important national policy purposes."
"Congress has established that the
public interest is served by extension of
telecommunications to audiences unserved or underserved by public radio,"
NPR stated.
The group recommended the FCC
should "view development of this spectrum from along-range perspective and
defer immediate use of these channels
for development by public radio and
minority applicants."
Still, filings supporting engineering
criteria outnumbered those in favor of
nontechnical standards.
A number of private citizens and
smaller broadcasting concerns also filed
comments with the Commission on the
foreign clear channel issue. Typical of
those comments was afiling by Canyon
Broadcasters, Inc., of Canyon Country,
CA.
Canyon Broadcasters stressed their belief of the importance of having new AM
stations in areas unserved or underserved by existing AM stations.
"Careful engineering review of these
applications should be the only criteria
for acceptance," the company wrote.
FCC docket number is MM84-281.
Contact Louis Stephens at the FCC:
202-254-3394.

The Perfect Pair

"There is no rational alternative to permitting daytime-only stations, which already operate on these frequencies dur-
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AX- 10 AM STEREO EXCITER

SX-87
PHONE
HYBRID
$465
AS- 10 AM STEREO MODULATION MONITOR

Guaranteed 7Db more rejection
than any other hybrid device.
The SX-87 does not rely on duckers to enhance poor hybrid
performance, thereby degrading true by-directional performance.

For AM Stereo
The field proven performance of the AX- 10 C-QUAM Stereo

Take acloser look:

Exciter has found its perfect match in the new AS- 10 C-QUAM

•IDEAL FOR NEWER DIGITAL PHONE SYSTEMS. No need to
take astep backward to reinstall primitive and expensive KSU's.

Stereo Modulation Monitor

•SIGNAL TO NULL RATIOS - APPROACH 19 Db, with typical
performance at 12 Db.

you the ultimate in AM stereo generation and control. If you're

•NO RETURN LOSS - provides maximum return signal with
minimum amplification.

considering this exciting new technology, you owe it to yourself

•FULL BAND PASS FILTERING on both send and receive plus
logic control options. Part 68 compatibility.
The SX-87 is designed for those who are easily satisfied with the
very best performance. Contact your distributor or call today.

Chnotilhinde;) Inc
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277 • ( 203) 935-9066
Circle Reader Service 8 on Page 28

Together or separately, the AX- 10 and the AS- 10 will give
already broadcasting in C-QUAM stereo, or even if you're just
to check out the new AM stereo team!
Contact your Broadcast Electronics distributor Or call Bill
Harland today at 217-224-9600. He will send you technical
specifications and other helpful information.
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ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24th ST., P O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606,12171224-9600. TELEX: 250142
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Digital Steals the (AIS) Show
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA ... Yes, it's digital ... Once again that dirty word to
some, magic word to others, was the hit
of the AES show in New York last
month.
Sony had both the R-DAT field
recorder and studio unit on display.
They've changed the model numbers,
however, to capitalize on the PCM designation. The field unit is now the PCM2000, the studio model PCM-2500.
The time for availability seemed to differ by many accounts. Folks at the booth
told me February, so let's say the NAB
show is agood bet.
Audiotechniques is handling the Sony
pro machines as well, and surprise, surprise ... two other companies showed
their own R-DATs.
Fostex had a unit and cassettes in a
demo suite, but nobody seemed to be
demo-ing it at the time.

Down on the floor, Technics had an RDAT machine, but was saying next to
nothing about it. It was a consumer
model, and looked to be alikely candidate for radio station air play, but we all
know that R-DAT can't be sold yet in this
country while Congress steps in to protect us from copy-code violators. So we'll
see.
And for anyone who thinks stations
are waiting around until the copycode
thing is settled, think again.
Typical of calls Iget is one not too long
ago from Rick Cruise of WQIO-FM, a
CHR station in Mount Vernon, OH.

Since June 29 the station has had five
R-DAT machines (
Rick wouldn't say
where they got them), consumer
models, on the air 24 hours aday, seven
days a week.
He said at the time that there hadn't
been aproblem with them yet. The station plays music and commercials from
R-DAT, and keeps aback-up cassette in
case something goes wrong.
There were also hard disk audio editing systems and evidence of a new
processing war.
More about that next time, when Earwaves becomes aper-issue staple.
***

Ihad hoped to be able to report by now
that the AM stereo war is virtually over,
but thanks to the FCC's delay on addressing the issue we're going to have to wait
alittle (Ihope it's just alittle) bit longer.
Right now the FCC is the last remaining obstacle to giving stations a clear
path down the road to conversion. They
bungled the job five years ago, and now
they're wavering once more.
There are some undercurrents over at
the Commission that maybe they don't
need to address the issue at all because
maybe the market demand for AM stereo just isn't there.
Every AM station in this country
should disabuse them of such a convenient alibi ASAP. It's too bad there is
no unified voice speaking out for AM
stations on this. (Where is the NAB
when you really need them?)
No demand for stereo? Let's take alook
at a company I wrote about a few
columns back.
Target Tuning, in Moonachie (love that
name!) NJ reports an overwhelming interest in AM stereo radios.
You remember that this is the comtype radio,
pany that makes awalkmanquartz-locked to one station's frequency
which can be used as promotional giveaways.
After selling 100,000 FM 71's in four

months, company president Dan Flohr
tells me he is interested in making AM
stereo radios because there's been a
tremendous amount of interest from AM
stereo stations.
One station wants 35,000 in time for
the spring book. Another group owner
with six AM stations wants to order
10,000 for each market. And Target Tuning has taken adeposit on 50,000 units
from yet another AMer.
Dan is pleased with the response, and
when you think about it, Target Tuning
is anatural for AM stereo. As Dan put
it "It equalizes AM and FM. The distinction means nothing, because it's the only
station you listen to."
There's just aslight snag in all of this,
however. Target Tuning is trying to hurry
Motorola along with the walkmantype
C-QUAM chips they promised at this
year's NAB show in late March.
The ICs are almost ready, but even
though they're ahigh priority from the
engineering department's standpoint,
that's apparently not the case with Motorola marketing

Take Me Out To The Ball Game
Or just take me out. The STLX extender/
console puts you on the air when you're on
the road.
With the STLX, when you leave the studio
you don't leave studio quality behind. The
built-in Comrex Dual-Line frequency
extender with multiband noise reduction will
deliver full program audio on two dial telephone lines—anywhere in the world.
And everything you need is all together in
one professional package. This is astudioquality console that's rugged enough for the
road, with afour-input mixer (Penny & Giles'
faders are standard), complete telephone
interface, full monitor system with talkbaclç
AGC, PA feed and more. An optional battery
pack is available as well as acustom shipping
case that will stand up to the airlines.
For more information on how Comrex can
help your road games, call or write Comrex
Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
(617) 263-1800. TWX 710-347-1049. FAX
(617) 635-0401. 1-800-237-1776.
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You know the old refrain, 'Nobody
wants AM stereo, etc. etc.'
Ithink it's time for stations to tell
Motorola to get on the ball and get those
chips out there. We do want AM stereo!
As for Kahn AM stereo radios, Target
Tuning is also very interested in marketing those. But it's afact of design that the
Kahn ISB system is abit trickier to accomplish than the C-QUAM (you need
more chips, for one thing). So Dan says
that the Kahn radios will probably be
about 40% more expensive than CQUAM.
Hmmm ... for the extra expense, it
almost seems it would be more cost effective for the Kahn station to convert to
C-QUAM and then order the Target
Tuners ...
er**

Rumors are still flying about Harris
The latest one, which appears to be pure
hogwash, is that they've been bought by
Allied.
Meanwhile the Harris-Allied marketing deal seems to be intact and rolling
right along.
And Allied is starting a unique 24hour emergency service for after hours,
weekends and holidays.
Right now it's for stations that need
Andrews and Cablewave coaxial
products or Wegener and Fairchild satellite products in apinch. The number
is 317-935-0455, from 5PM to 8AM (EST)
and all days weekend and holidays.
Finally, from our Eclectic Engineer Barry
Mishkind comes the heartwarming tale
(and photo) of a fairy-tale radio romance.
Two Dis from co-owned KKPW/KFXX
in Tucson AZ, where Barry is VP and
DE, have really tuned in to each other's
frequency.
Melissa Mason and Jim Sharpe got
married, on the air, during morning
drive, in front of an inflatable giant boom
box in outside of the station, at the end
of October.
It was covered by the local TV news as
well, which is one heck of an unusual
way to get publicity for your stations.
But there's no truth to the rumor that
the sign on their honeymoon suite door
read "No Interference."
Heard something interesting? Spill your
guts to Earwaves. Write PO Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041, or call me at 703-9987600. Best tidbit of the month wins acoveted
Radio World mug.
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Forum

Got something to say about
Radio World? Any comments on
articles? Call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum (
Radio World, Box
1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776).
No mandatory NRSC
Dear RW:
Your 1 October editorial was right:
"making a voluntary standard mandatory may cause opposition to surface that
had been previously held in check."
Here's mine.
Idon't oppose progress. As engineer
for two AM stations, I followed the
NRSC deliberations with hope and
trepidation—hope for solutions to some
problems of AM radio; and trepidation
that this might be the camel's nose in the
tent, a first step toward more burdensome regulations than those the FCC has
removed.
Strangely, both prospects seem to be
coming true.
The NRSC preemphasis can sound
good even on mediocre radios, and is
worth considering on that basis alone.
Since the FCC lifted frequency response specs we've used acurve almost
identical to NRSC's up to 10 kHz.
Recognizing the need to avoid splatter we also roll off above that point, but
at 24 dB/octave, instead of the more
brittle-sounding brick wall filter.
We meet the current FCC emission
limits (even with aging transmitters), our
sound is clean and the expense was
negligible.
We could do this for two reasons: the
standard is voluntary, and we (like most
other small market stations) have no second adjacency problems.
But here is the other side of the coin.
Mandating full compliance with the
NRSC standard, and especially the emis-
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sion limits (
page 10, same issue of RW)
would be horrendously expensive and
still not benefit anyone in our coverage
area!
Owners and managers in small markets should consider not only the new
transmitter that might be required, but
also the cost of proving compliance each
year: the USASI test signal, aspectrum
analyzer or splatter monitor, or at least
the cost of aconsultant who can afford
such things.
True, there are areas of second adjacency interference ... often populous
areas, where the demand for improved
receivers would be highest.
In those areas, afew stations not adopting the full standard would spoil things
for the rest.
(What about local splatter reduction
committees, patterned after frequency
coordinating committees to exert persuasion for mutual corrective measures?)
But most of us in the small markets—
who are not in the NRSC or EIA, nor
even well represented in NAB—are not
in such situations. We are the ones who
would pay unnecessarily.
That's my principal objection, but I
foresee others being raised.
The cry all along was "voluntary," and
now, less than ayear into the "voluntary"
standard, an NRSC subgroup chairman
says "the time has come ... to make it
mandatory!'
Some will wonder if that wasn't the
idea all along. Others may feel the
equipment manufacturers are after a
windfall.
After all, it could happen—twice!
If the "interim" standard is made mandatory, thousands of stations will have
to invest in new equipment, which may
have to be replaced after five years.
Others might speculate the big guys
are trying to drive the little guys off the
band entirely.
Realistically speaking, though, an FCC
rule should only be created to address
aclearly established need.
It shouldn't be acase of overkill, imposing an undue burden on those who
are not part of a problem.
No matter how good the basic idea,
nor the respectability of the organizations proposing it, the undoing of hardfought deregulation is not amatter to be
taken lightly.
John H. Davis
Warm Springs, CA
FM antennas timely
Dear RW:
Thank you for the fine article by W.C.
Alexander on directional FM antennas
(15 August). We found it to be atimely,
concise report on avery complex and involved subject.
However, we must take exception to
one of Mr. Alexander's statements. In his
discussion on installing the DA, he says
parenthetically "directionals always require a pole mount."
This is simply not true, providing the
manufacturer has an accurate, field

5

Once again the AM stereo situation has fallen squarely into the lap of
the FCC, and once again AM stations are faced with an inexplicable agonizing
delay on the Commission's part.
The Commission was to have made what many hoped would be adefinitive statement on AM stereo.
But the FCC's last minute tabling of the AM stereo item from its October
agenda was just one more disappointment in along, messy turn of events
that the Commission is partly to blame for in the first place.
Perhaps some pressure from industry factions or other interests has held
up action on AM stereo, or perhaps the Commission just wants to be cautious about a volatile issue.
But it's been several months since the NTIA released its final study of
the AM stereo question, and the industry is waiting for the FCC to
act—on two pending petitions; the
NTIAs suggestion of pilot tone protection for C-QUAM and on the stereo question in general.
At the very least, the Commission
should acknowledge the way the

One Last
Obstacle

AM stereo picture has shifted in the five years since its " marketplace" nondecision.
At best, the Commission should concede that its marketplace approach
has yielded ade facto standard in C-QUAM so the bickering over standards
can cease and AM can give listeners the high fidelity they seek.
To say that the market demand for stereo is weak, and therefore any action on the Commssion's part is unnecessary is circular reasoning, if indeed
it is even true.
If demand is in fact weak, it is all the more important for the FCC to make
some guiding statement and give AM stereo a boost.
The receiver companies are also looking to the Commission for action.
With the NRSC standard such asuccess, manufacturers need to get the stereo question settled before they build new high fidelity AM radios.
Further delay threatens to hold up the entire effort on AM improvement.
There has been too much delay already. It's time for the FCC to take a
stand. The industry is waiting.
—RW
verifiable pattern range and proven engineering capability.
For the past 15 years Shively has been
providing directional antennas for not
only pole installations, but leg and face
mount situations as well, with over 30
non-pole installations in the past three
years alone.
Never has a Shively directional antenna been rejected, for pattern violations, or any other reason. This is true
of the installations both in the US and
abroad.
Again, Mr. Alexander should be commended for afine article and, apart from
this detail, excellent presentation of the
subject matter.
We hope to see more of his writing and
this kind of editorial space commitment
to FM transmission concerns.
D.S. Collins, VP Engineering
Shively Labs
Bridgton, ME

power tube we do suggest making acontinuity check between the tube elements
using aVOM on ohms scale.
No shorts between elements except between the filament contacts.
If available a Hi-pot is agreat device
for detecting problems.
Five kV between filament and grid will
tell you if you still have vacuum integrity
and no broken filament wires.
Beyond that, if you have any doubts,
send us the tubes to do a "Test and Advise." There is no charge beyond the cost
of freight.
Your publication gets better with each
issue. You are the foremost publication
speaking today to the issues and problems facing the working broadcast engineer.
John Sullivan
Econco Broadcast Service
Woodland, CA
AM stereo sense

More lightning precautions
Dear RW:
Our compliments to John "Q" Shepler
for his fine article Riding Out aLightning
Strike (
1October RW).
One of the questions we at Econco are
often asked, by engineers whose stations
have sustained astrike, is, "Did my finals get nailed?"
In asurprising number of cases the finals are fine.
We're hesitant to suggest using the
transmitter as atest set as "Greiblefritzer's Law of Protective Circuitry" correctly states that, "The protective circuitry operates 1.235 nanoseconds after
the spike has done maximum damage."
This law is immutable.
Prior to installing or reinstalling any

Dear RW:
Bravo! Plaudits to Judith Gross who
expresses the current plight of AM stereo as accurately as anyone I've seen to
date.
She really hit the nail on the head with
her statements: "time is running out"
and "if the standards war continues
much longer nobody wins and AM
loses."
Ihope Leonard Kahn and the "die
hard" Kahn system supporters really
care about AM's future and "will swallow hard, grit their teeth and do the only
thing left that will save AM radio," and
soon.
Rich Robertson
KOMO
Seattle, WA

El)

& OTARI Preview Your Next Tape Recorder
We recently had the pleasure of playing with one of
the first MX-55's to hit the U.S. The machine feels
good . . . as if it should cost several hundred or thousand dollars more. There is heavy-duty aluminum
diecasting on the deck plate and the side frames.
The mechanical stability is not unlike that of amuchmore-expensive Studer.'"
If you have used the 5050B you know that different
size reels for the take-up and supply have always
been a problem and one with which you had to exert acertain amount of care. Well, we are happy to
report that the MX-55 has aselector for large or small
reels for each of the reel tables, and, it works! The
tape handling on this machine is like that of an
MTR-10. The MTR-10 is a machine we will use as
a basis-of-comparison several times.
There is a front panel pitch control which permits
plus or minus 20% variable speed range in 100th
of 10/0 increments. External control of the speed may
also be accomplished by asource of 9600hz nominal
square waves for each interface with synchronizing
or similar controlling. The speed change under external control is variable up to plus or minus 50%
of the nominal speed.
Otan ihas slipped something new into the broadcast
arena with this machine. Front- panel pitch facilities
include a " VEM" position. We can't think of a cornucopia of ideas where this feature might come in
handy, however, if you are editing a long-winded
speech or news conference, this thing could be a
lifesaver. You have heard of the learning methods
which permit you to listen to a tape at twice the
speed at the same voice pitch?? Well, that's what
this is! Consider that a longwinded speech or news
conference could be listened to in half the time when
you are editing. We think you begin to see immediate
benefits. The VEM is an optional plug-in card and
can retrofit into the machine at any time.

QOM

MX55N

COMING SOON!
location memory. Again, like the MTR-10, the unit
includes a repeat function which allows continuous
repeat/play between any two selected cue points.
When a production pro gets his hands on this
machine, he's not going to want to let go. Consider
the number of times in production that a particular
piece of tape must be listened to again and again
and again. With this repeat function, it's all
automatic. And the accuracy? It's uncanny. When
you ask it to search out acue- point, including zero,
or set the repeat points, the point to be located is
so accurate it's unbelievable with a machine in this
price range.

The built-in tape/timer is similar to Otari's MTR-10
and, like the MTR-10's, displays current tape position in hours, minutes and second, or, the tape speed
in inches- per- second, or, the tape speed as a
percentage of change from the nominally selected
speed.
The tape/timer also incorporates a4-point search to
cue locator with three cue-point memories and azero

The machine is capable of 3.75, 7.5, and 15 IPS. Internal selection permits front- panel choices of either
15/7.5 IPS or 7.5/3.75 IPS.
Shipping weight of this well- packed machine is 77
lbs. This means that it will have to be shipped by a
method other than UPS. We have arranged for you
to have avery comfortable rate with Fed X first-day
or second-day service. This way you can have your
machine quickly and count on safe delivery.

,,ett44.
•
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Felker Settles In as MMB Chie
The following is an interview with FCC Mass
Media Bureau (MMB) Chief Alex Felker conducted 21 October by RW Editor Judith
Gross and News Manager David Hughes.
Felker, a15-year veteran of the Commission,
assumed the MMB 'stop spot 18 September.
In an hour long talk, he shed some light
on his plans for the bureau as well as a
wide range of radio issues including AM stereo.

RW: Are you settling into your position?
Felker: Yes. It's pretty hectic down here
with alot of meetings and alot of decisions. It's interesting how many decisions are made in the first instance at the
bureau level.
It's agreat job. Irecently talked with
(former MMB Chief) Jim McKinney and
he told me that this was the best job at
the FCC, bar none. It's certainly the best
job I've ever had.
RW: Under former FCC Chairman Mark
Fowler, alot of technical rule deregulation
took place. Will this continue under your
leadership and Chairman Dennis Patrick?
Felker: A lot of it has already been accomplished. However, there may be some additional areas from aclean-up perspective that still need to be examined.
Now that we've accomplished alot of
things Chairman Fowler set out to do, we
have the opportunity to look at how we
define and enforce interference rights and
responsibilities. We want to see whether
something abit different from our uniform approach to interference rules and
responsibilities is worth pursuing.
RW: How would that apply to AM?
Felker: We're looking at redefining AM
service and interference (rules)—creating
something less rigid than we have had
in the past—such as allowing for the
negotiation or creation of interference
rights. That's a concept that's pretty
novel for the spectrum resource. Obviously, there are some legal and policy
questions that are not fully explored.
One of the reasons that we're looking
at AM right now is that the world is a
much different place than it was 40 or
50 years ago. Maybe the role of AM is
different than it was before. We may
want to provide aframework in which
AM's role can changé. Maybe we should
give AM stations greater freedom to exploit the technical advantages they have,
such as long distance propagation.
RW: But isn't the FCC moving in the opposite direction by allowing greater daytimer
operations and more stations on clear channel frequencies?

Felker: AM's propagation is an advantage. Whether, on balance, exploiting
that advantage is worth the cost, such as
having fewer stations, is aquestion we
don't have the answer to yet. We have to
determine what would be optimal for
listeners' perspectives. To provide a
framework that allows licensees to
achieve optimal operations without involving the government in any extent
might be agood idea.
RW: When you evaluate these changes, such
as negotiated levels of interference, how do
you balance the business interests of the sta-

FCC Mass Media Bureau Chief Alex Felker.

fions with the needs and demands of
listeners?
Felker: Ultimately, listeners drive our actions. Someone once said that there are
no solutions, only tradeoffs. We have to
worry about people losing service, but
on the other hand, others will gain it.
Even if the FCC gets involved in these
issues, there is no guarantee that we'll
have the perfect answer. We may not
make decisions that are in the best interest of listeners either. You have to look
at what's better on arelative basis. It's
still an open question as to whether we
should try anew approach.
RW: Now that you are in charge, will you
be making any major changes in direction for
the MMB?
Felker: Idon't know. I'm not sure I'd be
able to answer that question even after
10 years in the job. Idon't know how
things were with McKinney, but Ido
know is that Ihave avery good relationship with the chairman and with the
other commissioners.
I'm quite happy with my front office
staff. I don't forsee any (personnel)
changes. I'm very comfortable with the
arrangement that we have now. On the
processing level, things are going extremely well. We are moving FM applications at lightning speed, and it will improve.

RIM/ Peak Programme Meter Model 1227A
Li

Ye,

Controt &

Distant Viewing

Self contained stereo peak program meter. 10-inch display for
distant viewing. 201 display
segments. Peak memory + 20dB
gain increase button transformer
balanced input and XLR type
input connection.

RW: On the AM stereo question, we' had
heard that the FCC was scheduled to examine it in a20 October meeting of the commissioners, but the item was deferred.
As you know, your predecessor was very
vocal about AM stereo, and many AM stations are still looking to the Commission to
set astandard. What is happening?
Felker: The Commission does need to
respond to the petitions before it (Texar
and Press Broadcasting), and Ithink that
it will—soon. Obviously there are those
who would like us to select astandard
and they argue that then the world
would be wonderful for AM. We're
analyzing that question closely.
But then there is another school of
thought that says anything the FCC does
now, in an active sense, would only
make matters worse. We're also concerned about that. Then there's athird
school of thought that says that maybe
the market is working and the demand
for stereo on AM is so weak that even
if the Commission acted there would be
no meaningful change to the (existing)
situation.
RW: The recent NTIA study found that a
number of stations were not going stereo because there was no standard.
Felker: Yes, but there's another good
study out that nobody refers to. That
study was done by Leland Johnson and
Stan Besen, a couple of noted
economists, for the Rand Corporation.
It's about ayear old.
They make the observation that the
cost of going from mono to stereo is "X"
dollars, which includes adding acomplete new audio chain. Irrespective of
the standard you pick, if astation is going to go to stereo, it will have to make
an expenditure of "X" dollars, the exciter
of which is afraction of "X." So, the cost
of making the wrong choice is only a
portion of cost that you are going to absorb in any event.
That tends to undercut the argument
in which stations say 'we're ready to go,
but we're waiting for the selection of the
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exciter.' Stations will have to weigh the
potential benefits of stereo and weigh
them against the cost, and risk enters
into the cost equation. That alone should
not hold things up. There is an indication of ademand question here. It is not
entirely clear that any particular Commission action necessarily would change
anything.
RW: Should the overall demand for AM stereo enter into the FCC's mind about the selection of astandard?
Felker: It is afactor, especially when you
try to make the argument that the market isn't working and that the Commission should get in the middle of it. If the
market is saying there's no demand,
then that undercuts the argument that
the market is not functioning properly.
There are risks to picking astandard.
Say we selected System A, then System
Bwould face significant losses. And, in
selecting System A we would have to go
through arulemaking and subsequent
litigation. As aresult, nobody would do
anything and that would be the end of it.
RW:Give us your comments on the NRSC's
push to make the pre/deemphasis standard
mandatory.
Felker: I'll take a look at the petition
when it comes in. Standards, generally,
are good. They reduce consumer uncertainty. My only problem with government standards is that they have the
force of law and they lock things in.
RW: On arelated topic, there is asense that
there is alot of splatter and interference going on in the AM band, with FCC rules not
being enforced.
Felker: Give me aspecific and I'll look
at it. If you can give me some instances
in which stations are not doing what's
right, we'll investigate, and we'll take appropriate action.
RW: On the FM side, what is the future of
the FM2 plan, in light of the rejection by the
FCC's Office of Engineering and Technology
(OET)? Is there aneed for asecond FM band?
Felker: We have to look at all opportu(continued on page 9)
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Kahn Opposes Pilot Protection
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... Kahn Communications' President Leonard Kahn, in aletter to the FCC, has maintained that protection of AM stereo pilot tones, suggested by the NTIA in its report on AM
stereo, is "unnecessary."
The letter from the developer of the
Kahn/Hazeltine Independent Side Band
(ISB) AM stereo system noted that "such
protection clearly contradicts the administration's and the FCC's avowed
support of the free marketplace."
The letter was apparently prompted by
arecent experiment by two stations using the Kahn AM stereo exciter. The stations added the competing Motorola CQUAM stereo pilot tone of 25 Hz,
prompting protests from Motorola.
Kahn, in the letter, also predicted the
imminent demise of the C-QUAM system, and acceptance by the marketplace
of multisystem AM stereo radios, although the NTIA report found such radios economically unfeasible and no receiver manufacturers are currently interested in making them
"If our expectations prove accurate,"
Kahn wrote, "and the Motorola system
is forced out of the marketplace by the
widespread use of multisystem radios,
such protection will limit the freedom of
engineers to make other use of the Motorola 25 Hz pilot frequency as soon as it

becomes dormant."
The Kahn letter preceded adecision by
the FCC to remove the AM stereo issue
from the Commission's 20 October meeting agenda. Commission spokespersons, however, deny the letter prompted
the agenda change.
Agenda changed
The FCC was expected to issue asingle, all-inclusive statement on AM stereo during its late October meeting. On
14 October, one day after the FCC's receipt of the Kahn letter, it was learned
that the AM stereo issue had been removed from the meeting agenda.
However, Bill Hassinger, engineering
assistant to the chief of the FCC's Mass
Media Bureau, commented that the
Kahn letter probably did not affect the
Commission's decision to postpone comment on the matter.
Kahn's letter was received at the FCC
on 13 October, Hassinger said. He added
that he learned of the removal of the AM
stereo item from the FCC agenda either
on or 12 October. Official media notification tollowed soon after, he added
Hassinger had been told at the time
that the issue was removed trom the 20
October calendar because FCC Chairman Dennis Patrick felt insufficiently
prepared to discuss the matter. The explanation was credible, Hassinger explained. because of Patrick's recent oc -

cupation with the fairness doctrine and
indecency matters.
In general, the Kahn letter "has not
had much of areaction" at the FCC, Hassinger maintained.
However, he continued, sentiment at
the Commission seems to side with
Kahn's statement that FCC protection of
AM stereo pilot tones is unnecessary. He
said there was "some reluctance" at the
FCC to authorize such protection.

Such protection clearly
contradicts ... the
FCC's support of the
free marketplace.

55
Protection of the pilot tones "seems to
call for arulemaking," according to Hassinger, which would reinvolve the Commission in the issue.
Monopolizing receivers?
In his letter, Kahn held that Motorola
has attempted to " monopolize" AM stereo receivers This monopoly, he wrote,
has led some stations to expenment with
"whether there is acompromise system
that would not degrade mono transmission and not cause additional interference to their neighboring stations but
which could he heard on C-QUAM
receivers."
Kahn used the example of WSYR,
Syracuse, NY, which in September used
the 25 Hz C-QUAM pilot tone to transmit in Kahn ISB stereo ( see 1November
RW).
Although WSYR CE Dave Solinske has
said that he station had employed the
C-QUAM pilot tone to "increase fidelity,"
Kahn in his letter appeared to contradict
that statement.
The letter maintained that at WSYR,
"Certain staff members, who were fur-

nished with cars equipped with CQUAM receivers, decided that WSYR
was at adisadvantage vis-a-vis astation
operating with C-QUAM."
Kahn continued that, "In other words,
they wanted to 'light the stereo lamp."
The experiment was discontinued, he
said, because "the received signal in CQUAM radios so degraded reception, in
terms of loss of coverage due to noise
and image motion, that such operation
was clearly unacceptable."
Motorola spokespersons declined to
comment on Kahn's letter to the Commission.
Protecting himself
John Marino, VP/engineering for NewCity Communications, which owns
WSYR, the station cited in Kahn's letter,
speculated the message to the FCC may
have been amove by Kahn to " protect'
himself, in the wake of the National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration ( NTIA) report, released
this August.
He was doubtful whether Kahn's letter in any way precipitated the removal
of the AM stereo issue from the Commission's 20 October meeting agenda
Marino said he had heard nothing
other than that the issue had been deferred, which he pointed out is not uncommon at the Commission. The topic
was rumored to be on the agenda for the
November FCC meeting, Marino added.
The FCC's Hassinger declined to
speculate on when the AM stereo issue
may actually be addressed by the Commission. FCC Mass Media Bureau Chief
Alex Felker indicated that the FCC would
examine the pending Texar and Press
Broadcasting petitions "soon"
It had been rumored that the FCC, in
addressing the stereo issue at its meeting, was to have acknowledged in some
way the industry support for the CQUAM system. Whether this will be the
case at afuture Commission meeting is
now unclear.
Leonard Kahn refused comment.
For additional information, contact Bill
Hassinger at 202-632-6460. Contact John
Marino at 203-333-4800, or Leonard
Kahn at 516-222-2221.
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Changes Due For Dial- Up Rules
(continued from page 1)
Other points indicate that alicensee is
responsible for testing and calibrating
the remote control system on "an appropriate schedule!'
And that "systems which rely, either
wholly or in part, on portable pagers to
reach the duty operator are not acceptable!'
Paragraph 11 says that regardless of
the remote system used, stations must
comply with all EBS requirements.
Many of the AFCCE members at the
October meeting had questions about
the wording of the 11 paragraphs.
While fielding some of the questions,
Hassinger maintained that theoretically
it would be possible for stations to violate the rules no matter how they are
written.
Yet he stressed that while the FCC may
increase the ways stations can implement the rules, he said stations will still

be required to stay within their legal
tolerances.
Peter Burk, of Advanced MicroDynamics, praised the 11 points. "I am
delighted to see (the FCC) clarifying a
policy that was confused in many peoples' minds!'
He said he was particularly pleased to
have the FCC underscore in statement
11 that stations must monitor the EBS
and be able to "activate (the) EBS encoder!'
Burk also said that statement two was
a well worded failsafe requirement, a
point that is often misunderstood, he
added.
"It would be nice to see an official
stamp on (the eleven points)," Burk said.

John Leonard, of Gentner RF
Products, who gave apresentation at the
meeting, also praised the 11 paragraphs.
He said he was glad to see statement
10 which indicated that aengineer making transmitter changes from any telephone did not have to directly inform
the duty operator. It is assumed,
Leonard added, that the duty operator
is constantly monitoring the situation,
though.
The FCC's presentation essentially
"endorsed the dial-up concept," he said.
"I think that if the FCC officially endorses (the 11 points), it would be agood
thing!'
Yet, not all were satisfied. Consulting
engineer Ogden Prestholdt said that the

FCC's hand-out largely covered "picayune details!'
He recommended that the Commission undertake "a whole, fresh approach" to rewrite the remote control
rules, rather than "another interpretation
of the (existing) rules."
There was also some criticism about
the way the FCC distributed the "unofficial" document. Some engineers and
consultants who did not attend the AFCCE meeting said they had no chance
to see or to comment on the document.
"I want to know what's happening,"
said one industry representative who
did not want to be identified. "It would
be fair game for the FCC to (officially)
publish the proposed (rule) clarifications!'
For more information about the FCC's
dial-up remote transmitter regulations,
contact John Reiser at 202-632-9660.

Talk With
MMB Chief
(continued from page 7)
nities that can be derived from spectrum
allocations. There are obvious benefits to
creating more broadcast spectrum, but
there are also benefits from other spectrum uses. It's an important issue to
consider. Unlike some other uses, much
broadcast use can be relegated to other
non-spectrum media (cable, VCRs, etc).
Is it good spectrum policy to encourage further spectrum use by broadcasters?

UBL
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RW: What is your reaction to the recent petition calling for an across the board increase
for Class A FMers?
Felker: We're looking at it carefully. We
want to take aclose look at their numbers. However, we are also abit worried
on the Docket 80-90 process, particularly
the vacant allotments. We want to see
what effects will be created.
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ASE- 1 /ASM-1
AM Stereo without compromise. The AM Stereo Exciter and
Modulation Monitor provides a C-QUAMTu quadrature modulated stereo signal featuring low distortion and channel
separation greater than 35 dB throughout the audio spectrum.
The ASE- 1 generates a signal to produce a phase modulated
transmitter carrier. An L + R audio signal AM's this carrier to
produce the C-QUAM signal, the only signal completely compatible with all C-QUAM, multimode and envelope detector
receivers.
COUAM Is aregiste,ed trademark of Motorola Inc

•

RCS- 1V
This Remote Control System calls you when it needs help!
The RCS- 1 combines microprocessor technology with easy
operation. Features include direct interface boards for antenna
monitors, patented remote modulation bargraphs, automatic
logging, and synthesized speech telephone interface. Additional input and control boards to expand remote control capabilities can be added at any time.

•

DAM- 1 / AAM-1
The Digital and Analog Antenna Monitors measure
the parameters of directional antenna systems. Readings are: relative current; and current ratio and current
phase to a reference antenna. The DAM- 1 accepts
samples from 12 towers with a ± 1° phase and ± 2%
current accuracies displayed on digital readouts. The
AAM-1 can monitor up to 8 antennas with ratio and
phase measurements displayed on front panel meters.

AMC- 1/ FMC- 1

RG-4

The only modulation control systems which provide
a completely closed loop around the transmitter. The
Ampiitude and Digital Modulation Controllers sample
actual modulation levels after the PA output network
assures precise adjustment for optimum modulation
levels. Both the AMC- 1and FMC- 1keep count of over
modulation bursts for signal control through a linear
attenuator.

High output Receiver/Generator. The Receiver/Generator combines a two- watt RF output and a correlation
detector circuit that virtually eliminates interference
problems. The RG-4 operates in the 100 kHz to 30 MHz
range. It is cesigned as the ideal companion instrument for Delta's 01B-1, 016-2, and 01B-3 impedance
bridges.

APC-1
Your insurance against over- and under- power operation. The Automatic Power Controller continuously
monitors the transmitter output power, making'automatic power adjustments via the transmitter loading
control. The APC assures proper power levels at all
times.

01B-1 / 01B-3 / CPB-1

6730E/6'740B

Full power impedance measuring. The Operating
Impedance Bridges measure the impedance of radiators, networks and the like while operating under normal power. The 01B-1 measures VSWR and impedance
up to 400 ± j300 ohms. The 01B-3 extends the range to
1000 -± j900 ohms, and has an RF amplifier for improved nulling. The Common Point Impedance Bridge
is permanently installed for continuous monitoring of
the common point during network adjustment. An optionar TCA ammeter can be installed in its front panel.

Fast, efficient coaxial transfer switches. The coaxial
transfer switches are designed to switch transmitters,
transmission lines, antennas, dummy loads and auxiliary equipment quickly and easily. Either manually or
remotely controlled, the switches are fully interlocked
to prevent switching with RF power applied. The
6730E switch uses 1-5/8 inch connectors, the 674013
switch uses 3-1/8 inch connectors.

TCA/TCT
Simplifies antenna current and phase sampling.
TCA Ammeter Systems provide accurate, modulationfree current readings on a variety of meter types.
Torodial Current Transformers provide current and
phase samples, and are available with three output
voltage ranges, as well as high vo ,tage models.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 General Washington Drive
P.O. Box 11268 • Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone: (703) 354-3350 • Telex: 90-1963
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with the GAO.
"But, if it is afairly written bid, Iwill
bid on it," he said.
Harrison spokesperson Brad Harrison
has maintained that he was confident
that the Wheatstone complaint would
not affect his firm's bid to provide the
consoles for the 19 studios.
In late October, Harrison confirmed
that his firm will submit anew console
bid for the four additional studios when
the contract process is reopened.
For more information on the bidding
process, contact Bill Gallagher at the
USIA: 202-485-6421.

Second VOA Project To Be RevBid
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... Following a complaint from an audio console manufacturer, the bids submitted for four audio
consoles at the Voice of America (VOA)
have been rejected.
However, bids will again be accepted
by late November for consoles to be used
in the four studio construction project at
the VOAs Washington DC headquarters.
The project is the latest
round of renovations at the
VOA—work is already underway to renovate 19 studios at the facility.
Complaint dismissed
According to Bill Gallagher,
acontracting officer with the
US Information Agency
(USIA), the VOAs parent organization, even though the
complaint, lodged by Wheatstone, was dismissed by the
General Accounting Office
(GAO), the USIA still
decided to put the four console contract up for rebid.
"We received alack of response to the project, and
we decided to cancel it," Gallagher said. "We do intend to
have it rebid."
He indicated that only two
console manufacturers, Harrison Systems and ADM
Technology, placed bids for
the four studio project.
In August, Wheatstone,
the console manufacturer
that lost out to Harrison on
the VOAs 19 studio renovation project, filed acomplaint
with the USIA, which forwarded it to the GAO.
Wheatstone alleged that
the console specs for the four
new studio consoles, as well
as the original 19, closely
resembled the Harrison design and were therefore exclusive.
Sources indicated that
Wheatstone had originally
been the lowest priced bidder
on the console portion of the
contract until Harrison came
in with an even lower bid.
Following the complaint
from Wheatstone President
Gary Snow, the matter was
handed over to the GAO,
which reviewed the process.
While USIA officials confirm
that the bidding process on
the four new studios has
been delayed indirectly as a
result of the complaint, work
on the 19 studio project continues.
While he stressed that the
GAO had decided to dismiss
the Wheatstone complaint,
Gallagher said the USIA had
determined that the console
specs should be changed.
"We plan to do arework on
the specs, to open them up
and make (them) broader;'
he said.
The original specs were
part of atotal list of specifications drawn up by National Teleconsultants at a

cost of $500,000 for the VOAs modernization program.
As of press time in mid-October, Gallagher indicated that the reworked specs
would be completed by mid-November,
with the console contract bidding process reopened by late November.
"Technical point"
Snow told RW in late October that the
GAO had dismissed his complaint on a

Ii

\\\

"technical point." In the original complaint he did not actually mention Harrison.
"Since my letter didn't mention the
manufacturer, the USIA did not want to
find it out," he said.
Snow added that he will examine the
console specs in the new bidding process and if he finds similar alleged
similarities to Harrison consoles he will
file another "more specific" complaint
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NEWSMIXER

THEhE'S AN IDEAL MIX
FOR YOUR STAt1ON.
For many top rated radio broadcasters, Pacific Recorders & Engineering consoles are
essential to their operations. Our family of consoles was designed from the same set of functional and operational specifications. with each
ascending model adding capabilities Without
giving up features or performahbe in the process.
Since their introduction, móre than 750 of
our BMX on- air consoles have been installed.
There's now two models in the BMX family; the
legendary Series II, and the new Series Ill (which
offers many more features with the same reliability and performance as the original BMX- I1).
Aworkhorse for production, our flexible,
AMX console offers apowerful combination of
sophisticated stereo production and advanced
on-air features.
Because high quality multitrack capability
has become atop priority for more competitive
production, we designed the ABX-a serious

multichannel, multi-featured rod uc t
ion console
which retains the control features of the BMX
and AMX.
And, because it was high-time to improve a
dismal equipment situation in news/edit rooms,
we've built the compact and versatile Newsmixer.
Five consoles. Five different systems
designed to help s) Ive your station's unique operational problems- including the problem of operational ease since all our consoles have similar
ergonomic design:.
You'll need more technical information of
course, and we'll b? happy to rush it to you. Just
pick-up the phone.
Hands Down, 1he # IChoice.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering
2070 Las Palmas Dr Ne
Carlsbad, California 92009
(§19) 438-3911 Tele]: 181777 MCI Mail: 285 0
,
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AES Aims at Music, Broadcast
by Douglas W. Fearn
New York NY ... The Audio Engineering Society convention is primarily
aimed at the recording industry but
there has been asignificant amount of
crossover with broadcasting over the
years.
In the past papers have been
presented on every major technological
innovation in broadcasting, sometimes
years before the practical implementation of such advances.
For example, in an anthology of articles from the Journal of the AES, Ifound
apaper on AM stereo with avariety of
proposals on how multichannel AM
could be accomplished, including the
fundamentals for what became both the
C-QUAM and Kahn ISB systems.
The year this was presented? 1953!
In keeping with this tradition, the 83rd
AES convention held 16-19 October included apresentation by Emil Torick on
the current state of FMX, and was one
of many updates on the state of audio
technology.
International flavor
Broadcasters do attend the AES; Iran
into three Philadelphia radio station
chief engineers this year. But it differs
significantly from the strictly broadcasting conventions such as the spring NAB
show.
For one thing, the AES is a truly international show. The location rotates between New York, Los Angeles and a
varying European city, with regional
conventions held throughout the world.
You can get on an elevator and hear

conversations in three different languages. Thirty percent of the 225 exhibitors were from foreign countries,
mostly European.
Plus, unlike the NAB show, this is a
purely engineering show. Virtually all of
the estimated 12,000 attendees to the
New York convention are involved in the
technical side of the audio industry.
But the most obvious difference is that
the AES is aimed primarily at the recording industry.
Unlike most broadcast stations, recording studios have their equipment visible
to their customers.
Indeed, the visual impact of arecording studio is avital consideration for the
owner. Recording facilities are frequently
chosen by clients on the basis of their appearance, and the possession of the
latest "goodies."
Consequently, this show is adazzling
display of high-tech equipment. You can
look at (and listen to) recording consoles
that cost more than some entire radio
stations!
Broadcast equipment is represented,
however. Among the exhibiting manufacturers whose products are often
found in radio stations were: ADC,
AKG, Alpha Audio, Ampex, Aphex,
Audio-Technica, Crown, dbx, Dorrough,
Eventide, Harrison, JBL, Lexicon,
Orban, Otani, Sennheiser, Shure, Stanton, Studer, Symetrix, Tascam, Technics,
Telex, 3M and UREI.
R-DAT recorders
The theme of this convention was
"Analog Present, Digital Future." And
digital was definitely in evidence. Every

major reel-to-reel tape machine
manufacturer displayed a digital
recorder, some up to 32 tracks.
Of greater interest to the broadcaster
was the new R-DAT cassette machines.
Fostex, Sony and Tascam each had RDAT machines on display. Sony had its
field recorder and studio unit, both
professional products. Tascam's R-DAT
machine is not yet aproduct and it's not
certain when it will become one.
Most of the people Italked with about
this new format agreed that in its present configuration it is primarily ahighend consumer product and not wellsuited to broadcast use.
For one thing, all the machines take a
significant amount of time to start from
acued position: asecond or more. This
makes them impractical for on-air use.
The cueing system is reminiscent of
the first generation of CD players. Audio is repeated but there is no real sense
of where you are in relation to the point
where you want to start.
Editing appears to be virtually impossible. Even such acommon practice as
"punching in" is not feasible. And the
machines are expensive, costing $5000
and up.
Of course this is the first generation of
machines and undoubtedly many of
these drawbacks will be corrected in the
future.
The manufacturers seem to be targeting the consumer market and hoping
that retail sales will finance the development of truly professional machines.
One use Icould see for the current RDAT technology is live performance
recording by radio stations.

The two-hour recording time is adefinite advantage, and of course the
machines boast typical "digital perfection" specifications.
If you don't need to stop and start
recording, or edit, or cue tightly for air
play, these devices may make sense if
you can justify the cost.
With the demise of the Sony audio
PCM encoders/decoders for use with
VCRs, there aren't many practical alternatives for broadcasters who want to record digitally at a reasonable cost.
The new Studer A-727 CD player is
also of interest to broadcasters. It was
first introduced at the spring NAB show.
This unit superficially resembles its
predecessor, the A-725 found in many radio stations, but it is significantly different.
For one thing, the disc drawer is now
merely adisc holder. There are no active
components involved. All the optics and
electronics remain in place inside the
chassis.
This eliminates the stress on the
drawer cabling and the subsequent early
failures.
Another useful feature is abeginning
and end preview function. Pressing one
button plays the first few seconds of the
selected track, and pressing another will
play the last few seconds of the song.
That could be avery useful feature for
DJs who want to hear how the song begins and ends.
Cueing
But the best feature is the cue to music function. To cue atrack, it is merely
necessary to insert the disc, select the cut
number, press "Locate," and the machine will automatically cue to the first
note of music.
(continued on page 17)

If Your RF Feedline "Springs ALeak" At 3A M,
Who Can You Call?

ALL

,110•11,

amml.

THROUGH-THE- NIGHT
(317) 935-0455
Some kinds of problems just can't wait until morning — or even
worse, ' til Monday morning. If there's a break or serious leak in
your antenna feedline or connectors, you're off-the-air. Period. And
for many stations, losing the satellite receiver is almost as
catastrophic. We all know the horror stories, but here's the good
news . . .
For these kinds of problems, now Allied offers the best kind of
solution: Allied All-Through-The- Night. We're primed and ready
to spring into action, 24 hours a day, 7 days aweek, to help get
your programming back on the air.
You won't get arecording when you call Allied All-Through-TheNight. You'll be talking to a real, live broadcast professional
with many years of RF and satellite experience. He's got 24
hour access to Allied's full stock (the industry's largest) of
feedline components from both Andrew and Cablewave,
plus the satellite lines of Fairchild and Wegener — including replacement boards. And our all-night man
knows how to get what you need to your location,
FAST!

IFirdC1-111_0

Cablewave

WEGENER

-1101frANDREW

Suggestion: Right now, before you turn the page, why
not jot down our special 24 hour number, 317-935-0455
and file it with your other emergency phone numbers.
It's the one Allied phone number we hope you won't
ever need to call. But isn't it good to know that we're
always there when you need us, 24 hours a day?
Even in the middle of the night, Allied always gives you
more.

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. Box 1487

•

Richmond, IN 47375
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The Word is Digital
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by Tom Osenkowsky
New York NY ... The 83rd Audio Engineering Society Technical Meeting and
Exhibits held 16 through 19 October in
New York City was adisplay of the latest
in audio gadgets.
What else could dominate such an
event but digital audio?
One of the most informative sessions
was held on the status of digital audio
in the industry, beginning with abit of
history.
Did you know that PCM (pulse code
modulation) was first suggested as a
medium way back in 1937?
Although we are nearly into the 1990's
and digital audio is very much apart of
our lives, there still is along road ahead.
Standards needed
Briefly, we see that the most difficult
problem right now is the lack of astandard ... a digital standard both for
recording and more important I/O.
I/O as in computers refers to Input/Output so that the various digital
devices can communicate with one another.
For example, imagine digital input/output jacks so that you could dub from
source to source (i.e. CD to DAT) in the
digital domain, never having to go analog. It would be like eliminating the
modem when interfacing computers.

Another problem right now is the lack
of high speed, low power chips for the
portable digital devices.
Also in the session, it was revealed
that right now in 1987, a totally digital
studio is areality.
Radio Cologne in West Germany airs
100% digital programming from studio
to home via direct satellite.
That is, adigital source, mixing console and processor mod/demod—all digital. Transmission to the home is via Intelsat.
Image devices wars
Away from the sessions, on the exhibit
floor, there was a "war" of sorts waging
in the analog domain of "image"—stereo
image that is.
A number of devices which enhance
our perception of the stereo image are
now on the market, or soon will be.
There were several such devices at the
show. The first unit for broadcast applications is the Modulation Sciences
Stereomaxx which was introduced at
previous shows.
It utilizes both digital and analog
processes in altering the perception the
listener has about the source of the
sound to which he/she is listening.
Two new devices on the AES exhibit
floor are scheduled for marketing in
January 1988. They come from the famil(continued on page 17)

Tape Deck Workshop
Tackles Maintanence
by Douglas W. Fearn
New York NY ... Of the ten workshops
offered at the 83rd Audio Engineering
Society convention the one of greatest
interest to broadcast engineers was the
Tape Recorder Maintenance session.
Four recorder manufacturers and a
New York service company were present
to demonstrate, explain and answer
questions on just about any tape machine.
Mitsubishi, Sony and Studer concentrated primarily on their digital audio
machines, while Otani attracted over 60
people to their very practical and informative sessions on the 5050 and MTR series recorders.
Many of the attendees were shopping
for amachine and felt that athorough
look inside the units, as well as hearing
the questions from users, would help
them make a decision.
Others in the audience were ex-

?\*V

-DIGITAL

perienced users of the various machines
and had interesting, and sometimes
complex, questions and problems.
Otani basics
The information from the Otani technical people ranged from basic (how to
properly thread the machine, and what
happens when the threading is incorrect) to sophisticated (modifications for
full-track operation, adding arecord meter calibration control to the 5050, etc).
They went over the routine alignment
procedures, including some of the undocumented internal adjustments, as
well as common maintenance problems
such as installing new meter lamps,
head replacement, and brake pad and
drum replacement.
Ilearned afew new things about the
5050B series machines, such as the fact
that the VU meters do not have true VU
ballistics, but rather show how the sig(continued on page 18)

AUTOG RAM??

Almost! Our new series of retrofit amplifier modules will make
your trusty Autogram sound like anew CD player! Servo- coupled
circuitry eliminates all transformers and capacitors in the audio
path. Spectacular sonic performance is the result ... better than
anew $20,000 console at afraction of the cost!
• Gain trims for each
input
• .
01% dist
80db SNR
• Easy installation
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NO KITCHEN CABINETS!
In

Radio Systems' Broadcast Only
Furniture Woodshop

We're Specialists
Our cabinetmakers are never out installing someone's kitchen. All they do is build professional broadcast studio
furniture — all day long.
That's important because it takes an experienced cabinetmaker and a company that understands broadcasting to
make studio furniture that performs properly.

Performance Furniture
The quality construction, and appearance of your cabinetry
does impact on your air sound in a big way. Furniture
must be fabricated with your format, equipment and
operation in mind to allow efficient operation.

Custom Built
Don't let the word "custom" scare you. Because were
always building studios, it's just as fast and inexpensive for
us to build furniture in your size and color as it is to
build standard pieces that never quite fit in your studio.
That means that instead of "catalogue compromises"
you can get custom furniture built to your dimensions,
finish, counter-top color, and with all the built-in options
your operation demands for a hectic broadcast environment.

Buy Furniture from
a Broadcast Company
Our woodshop was started to build furniture for our inhouse broadcast installation group. Over the years, we
refined construction techniques that work in the real world.
When you take advantage of our experience — your
console cutouts will fit perfectly, rack rails will space right,
and wiring areas will be pre-planned — because we've been
where you are.

Start with aDesign

Call us today and we'll draft a blueprint exactly to your specifications, or we'll suggest
a layout based on your equipment and room size.

We take broadcast furniture very seriously

Broadcast Furniture from Radio Systems
•Console Tables
•Equipment Racks
•Turntable Pedestals
•Reel-to-Reel Mounts

•Equipment Terretts
•Record Storage Units
•Cart Racks
•CD Racks

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
5113 WEST CHESTER PIKE • EDGEMONT, PA 19028 • 215/356-4700
800/523-2133 ( IN PA 800/423-2133)
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NABET Strike Settled on Revote
by Alex Zavistovich
New York, NY ... After 118 days on the
picket lines against NBC, employee
members of the National Association of
Broadcast Employees and Technicians
(NABET) ratified a new master agreement 24 October.
Earlier in the month, acontract proposal was submitted to avote of NABET
members. The union employees had
been without acontract since 31 March.
A tally of the 14 units affected by the
strike showed all but two in favor of
adoption. However, the two units opposing the proposal— couriers in
Chicago and air conditioning plant
maintenance workers in Los Angeles—
made adoption of the contract impossible at that time.
Revote held
At the request of NABET International
President James P. Nolan, arevote of the
NABET members in those units was
held. Prior to the call for revote, Nolan
had held private discussions with both
NBC and General Electric representatives.
By some reports, Nolan had entered
the discussions to gain further modifications of NBC's offer. However, the attempt proved unsuccessful, and some

sources suggest Nolan had no other
choice but to call for a revote.
With the revote, the two units ratified
the contract proposal.
At press time, NABET maintained that
no date had been set for areturn to work
by NABET members. The union notified
NBC that its members were prepared to
return to work upon ratification of the
contract.

66

1990—were 3.68% for the first year and
4.64% for the second. A 3% lump-sum
payment will be effective 1April 1989.
NBC has agreed to abenefits program
to be in effect for the term of the contract,
Krieger said. The network also eliminated its proposal for atwo-tiered wage
scale in Cleveland and Washington, DC.
A number of points in the agreement
addressed the issue of "daily hires" and

We're now dealing at the network level with
people who ... are interested more
in profit than the welfare ... of their
employees.
NBC, however, was reportedly having
difficulty with scheduling, and, at press
time, had proposed 2November for return to work by the employees.
NABET International Representative
John Krieger added, however, that because the settlement was effective on
ratification, the union expects to be paid
for the interim period.
Contract terms
The pay increases established by the
new contract— which expires 31 March

55

"temporary employees." Pension and
welfare benefits for daily hires have been
established, although there is a4% cap
for such workers over the first year.
After the first year, a6% cap and quarterly review of the system will be in effect for the daily hires, according to Krieger.
Regular union employees' at the network who return to the NBC payroll will
be credited with full seniority for the
period of the strike, Krieger said.
He added that disciplinary action for

misconduct during the strike will be
dealt with according to the grievance
and arbitration procedures set out in the
master agreement.
Some 25 to 30 cases of misconduct
across the US were cited during the
strike, Krieger commented.
The terms of the agreement are comparable to, but slightly lower than, terms
reached by the union in its new master
contract with ABC. The terms also provide somewhat less than the union was
expecting.
Krieger noted he was "glad to see the
strike over." However, he commented
that there were some "hard lessons
learned" during the strike.
"We're now dealing at the network
level with people who, at the bottom
line, are interested more in profit than
the welfare and well-being of their employees," he said.
NBC VP/Labor Relations Day Krolik
was less caustic about relations between
the network and NBC. Krolik, head of
NBC's negotiating committee, said he
was hopeful the agreement would "mark
the beginning of an era of greater understanding and cooperation" between the
two sides.
For additional information, contact
John Krieger at 301-657-8420. Contact
Day Krolik at 212-664-4444.

ALL NRSC PROCESSORS
ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL
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On January 10, 1987, The National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC) approved a standard for high-fidelity AM transmission. When
implemented by both broadcasters and receiver manufacturers, the
standard will bring near- FM quality to the AM band. Many people are
not aware however, that all NRSC processors do not sound alike.

ROO PRISM -

110,

*RCN SAND

9.5 kHz to give you all the fidelity practical within the standard.
The Phoenix also implements a unique intermodulation-reducing
pre-emphasis/clipper circuit to assure crisp, clear high-end response.
The circuit is patent-applied for, so only the Texar Phoenix has it. The
Phoenix is also the only digitally-controlled NRSC processor you can
buy!

The standard established a maximum audio response for frequencies at or above 10 kHz. In the common language of filter design,
this is called the " stopband specification" but the NRSC elected not
to establish a minimum " passband specification," electing instead to
let the passband performance be dictated by competitive market
pressures. The passband specification is the performance of the filter
below 10 kHz.

But high performance shouldn't come without convenience, so we
added an internal 80 Hz square- wave generator to assist in setting
the low-frequency tilt corrector. There is no need to disconnect the
program line and connect an external oscillator. Just press the oscillator button and adjust the corrector. Release the button and program
is back on air.

Simply stated, while the NRSC standard requires response to be at
least 15 dB down at 10 kHz, there is no minimum response requirement for frequencies below 10 kHz. One other NRSC processor begins its rolloff early so that its response is already down several dB
at 9 kHz. The Texar PhoenixTM maintains flat frequency response to

We could talk for hours about why we think our NRSC processor is
better, but then so can any other manufacturer. The true test is to listen with your own ears. For a no obligation, 10-day trial of the
digitally-controlled Texar Phoenix, call your favorite broadcast distributor or call Barry Honel at (412) 856-4276.

Considering an "add-on" NRSC filter for your present AM processor instead of a fully integrated package? There are reasons
you may not be pleased with the performance of an "add-on" box. Call the factory for our pamphlet " Technical Limitations of a Nonintegrated Approach to Processor Design."

TEXPIR

616 Beatty Road, Monroeville, PA 15146-1502
(412) 856-4276
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NBC To Cut 200 NABET Jobs
by Alex Zavistovich
New York NY ... Although the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians ( NABET) has
settled its strike against NBC, its worries
are still not over.
The network has announced its intention to lay off some 200 union members.
According to NBC spokesperson Dom
Giofre, approximately 100 NABET members' technical and engineering jobs will
be terminated by the end of the year, owing in part to the August sale of the NBC
radio networks to Westwood One.
The reorganization of NBC's A- News
and Skycom satellite news services, announced during a network affiliates
meeting at the Radio-Television News
Directors Association convention in early
September, will also reportedly require
the elimination of some jobs.
Approximately half of the total jobs affected will come from the network's
news division, Giofre added.
Sources within NBC speculated that
the four- month strike against NBC by
NABET—which began on 29 lune—may
have contributed to the network's decision to terminate the technical positions.
"We've been operating with 2,800 less
people with no real problems since this
summer;' one source pointed out shortly
before the strike was settled in late October, adding, "Ithink it showed us we
don't really need all those hands."
The status of NABET's employees fol-

lowing the sale of the NBC radio networks had been of great concern to the
union, and had dominated at least one
session of the union's contract discussions with NBC this fall.
There apparently had been some hope
within the union that Westwood One
might pick up the contracts of the
NABET employees working for NBC Radio. However, Westwood One President
Bill Battison has stated that no contract
was in effect when Westwood purchased
the NBC radio properties.

According to Battison, NABET's members in NBC Radio were "still employees
of NBC." He added that "anyone who
wants to join (Westwood) has to resign
from NBC."
NABET International Representative
John Krieger commented the union was
not completely surprised" about the expected layoffs. He said the network told
union negotiators that some practices
had been instituted at NBC during the
strike, so that some jobs might be lost.
Krieger added, however, that he

"questioned the judgment" of NBC to
announce the anticipated loss of jobs
while the two sides were still in dispute
and while NABET was involved in acritical vote of its members.
At press time the union had reached
acontract settlement with its members
in the strike against NBC.
As for the status of NBC's approximately 4,700 non-NABET employees,
network CEO Robert Wright reportedly
maintained that layoffs in those ranks
would come about only through "attrition."
For additional information, contact
Dom Giofre at NBC: 212-664-4444. Contact John Krieger at 202-657-8420.

Bill Prohibits Minority Studies
Washington DC ... The FCC may be
undermined in its attempt to eliminate
minority licensing preferences, if ameasure passed in a Senate subcommittee
receives House endorsement as well.
Senators Frank Lautenberg ( D- NJ) and
Lowell Weicker ( R-Conn) proposed the
legislation in a Senate appropriations
subcommittee the first week of October.
The measure, as an amendment to the
Senate appropriations bill, would prohibit the FCC from using any government money to conduct a study on
minority preference licensing.
The motive behind the Senate proposal is opposition from Lautenberg and
Weicker to FCC actions which would
eliminate preferences that in the past
have been granted to minorities and fe-

males in the licensing of broadcast stations.
Another part of the Senate proposal
would prohibit the FCC from eliminating policies which encourage sale of
broadcast stations to companies controlled by minorities, at reduced cost.
These minority practices have of late
come under the scrutiny of the FCC as
possibly being unconstitutional.
The FCC has been involved more
closely with the issue of minority preference this past year. In particular is the
controversial "Minority Ownership Report," which the Commission had required broadcasters to complete this
summer.
The NAB was among those who maintained that responding to the question-

naire should be voluntary. On 6 April
the Office of Management and Budget
apparently sided with the NAB's recommendation but was "overridden" by the
FCC on 17 April.
Some Congressional sources maintained results from that report would
fuel the Commission's argument for
reconsideration of its minority practices.
Although the Senate measure has yet
to be signed into law or even approved
by the other half of Congress, sources
within Lautenberg's organization speculate that the legislation will have the support of the House.
For additional information, contact the
press office of Senator Frank Lautenberg
at 202-224-4744. Contact the FCC new
media information office at 202-632-5050.

On time. On budget.On
The Tascam 42B makes other 2-track
recorders seem downright slow.
That's due in part to an ingeniously accurate
tape handling system, and in part to Tascam's
unique head technology (Its heads provide sync
response fully equal to repro, so you don't waste
time rewinding to make audio decisions.)
And because the 42B probably offers more
features per dollar than any equivalent
machine, it makes everything else seem downright expensive, too. (+4dBm balanced inputs
and outputs, plus easy-access calibration are
just afew of its standard features.)
For more information, call or write about the
Tascam 42B today. It's anew and vastly
improved way to keep meeting your deadlines.
And your budgets.

TASCAM

CDI987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. (
213) 726-0303.
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AES Draws Variety of Interests
(continued from page 12)
Press "Play" and the song starts perfectly. Press "Locate" again and it recues.
One compact disc that Studer had
available for demonstration was of alive
concert with applause between the cuts.
There was no silence at all. Yet the A-727
cued perfectly to the first note of every
cut on the disc.
The automatic cueing feature can be
disabled from the front panel controls,
but it requires pressing three buttons
simultaneously so it will not be done accidently. There is also aselectable autostop function.
One other thing Iliked about this machine was that when adisc was started
by remote control (from the console
"On" button, for example), all the A-727
front panel controls are disabled.
You can't accidentally stop the disc that
is on the air. Even the power switch is
locked out.
The remote control does have one
characteristic that might require the addition of some interface components for
broadcast use: the machine requires a
holding contact throughout the playing
time.
Reel-to-reel
Also on display at the Studer booth
was the relatively new A-807 reel-to-reel
tape machine which is very reasonably
priced for arecorder of this quality.
Ilearned from the Studer people that

my biggest complaint about the A-80Z
the slow starting time, was soon to be
corrected. A new PROM will be sent to
all current owners.
Evidently many new functions will be
available after installation of this chip,
but the best news was that the user will
be able to select whether the capstan motor runs continuously or not.
At $28,500 the new Studer D820X
DASH format digital reel to reel audio
tape machine is priced beyond what
most radio stations can afford to spend
for atwo-track recorder.
A feature on the D820X that Ithought

would be useful on other digital audio
equipment was asmall LCD display that
indicated the signal quality coming from
the tape.
Wouldn't that be great to have on aCD
player so you could get some idea of
where the problem is when the player
doesn't work properly?
Otani also introduced a new reel-toreel tape machine, the MX-55. This machine is evidently intended to replace the
5050 series machines. Among the new
features is a4-memory locator. It is also
available with a center track for time
code.
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Otani reports that the new machine is
currently available for shipping.
In addition to the exhibits there were
96 papers presented, ranging from digital audio, forensic audio analysis, FMX
and stereo TV.
There also were 10 workshops on
topics that included digital editing, film
sound, sound reinforcement and tape
recorder maintenance (see related story,
this issue).
The AES convention is a four-day
show that offers atremendous amount
of information for audio professionals,
including radio broadcasters.
Doug Fearn is CE of WKSZ-FM in Media,
PA, and afrequent contributor to RW. He can
be reached at 215-565-8400.

Digital Is Still Industry Buzzword
(continued from page 13)
iar Orban name and acompany called
Seven Seas Audio, respectively.
Different approaches
The Orban 222 is totally analog and is
very multipath conscious.
According to Bob Orban, tests conducted carefully and extensively in the
number one rated multipath market of
San Francisco demonstrated no increase
in multipath distortion while enhancing
the stereo sound and increasing perceived loudness.
Seven Seas Audio has developed three
models of its Image Control. One model
is designed for production purposes,
allowing the user a wide range of

Put the Tascam CD-501 next to any other broadcast
compact disc player, and you'll find there's no
comparison.
Nothing can compare to the purity, clarity, and accuracy of its sound, thanks to breakthroughs like Tascam's
proprietary ZD Digital Circuit and double oversampling.
And in the split-second, high-speed, high-pressure
world of the broadcast professional, it's the only machine
you can depend on, 100% of the time.
Which figures, since the CD-501 is not an adapted
consumer deck, but ahighly-engineered system that's
built for broadcast. Nothing else offers its combination
of professional features, including 19" rack-mountability,
balanced outputs, and ahard-wired remote that lets
you completely control and program either of two
decks in any mode.
Call or write for more information on the CD-501.
Find out about anew, higher level of digital quality.
And digital toughness.

enhancement.
A broadcast model has three selectable settings so that enhancement may
not be over-used (i.e. multipath effects)
and a third model is specifically
designed for sound stage work.
Itend to refer to these processors as
those of the horizontal domain, looking
at it from an oscilloscope standpoint.
That is to say compressors and limiters
deal with the vertical domain, setting
limits on peak excursions while in the
horizontal domain we try to squeeze
more punch into agiven time period.
Look Ma, no mics!
And last but not least Iwas impressed
by Holophonics, aprocess by which liq-

uid transducers replace microphones for
picking up sound.
The Dimension Sound library of
sound effects was very impressive. All
CD, all Holophonically recorded.
As each year progresses more and
more digital will find its way into our
everyday lives.
Who knows, with the advent of HDTV
we may even see some direct digital radio channels allocated, but for now I'd
be happy with an R-DAT in my living
room.

Tom Osenkowsky is a radio engineering
consultant, president of MASTER Software
and a regular RW columnist. He can be
reached at 203-775-3060.

DigitaI

defined.
©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303.
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Workshop Deals With
Reel-To-Reel Answers
(continued from page 13)
rial is actually going on to the tape. (This
explains why the meters appear to indicate differently on program material than
they do when set with tone.)
Ialso learned that both the brake pads
and the brake drums should be replaced
at the same time when indicated. Otani
says that should be after 3000 hours.
Replacing only the pads may cause
rapid wear of the new pads. Heads
should also last about 3000 hours, so if
you replace heads, check the brakes and
vice versa.
Otani also had available schematic diagrams of the 5050 capstan servo circuit,
which does not appear in the instruction
book
Simultaneous workshops
Since several ot the five individual
workshops were going on simultaneously at any given time during the threehour , essiOn, it was impossible to hear
everything.
Ispent some time with the Otani people and then moved on to the New York
Technical Support Company session
across the room
This was agood basic overview of analog tape recorder principles and maintenance. Test equipment and tape
machines were used to illustrate the
principles.

It was interesting that instead of
specific information on particular
machines, the theory of bias, equalization, head alignment, etc. was discussed, with particular machines noted
for their idiosyncrasies.
About 100 people were in attendance
at this session and an interesting question and answer period followed

Tape recorder maintenance workshop attendees got to see an Otar, deck from the inside

Pro Radio Campaign
by Alex Zavistovich
New York NY ... The Radio Futures
Committee, a ioint committee of the
NAB and Radio Advertising Bureau
'RAB) has come closer to its goal or
Launching anational promotional campaign to enhance the awareness of radio
Llv considering strategies proposed by
three advertising and public relations
agencies.
At its second meeting, held 7-8 October at RAB headquarters in New York,
the Radio Futures Committee heard
proposals from the agencies of Earl
Palmer Brown, in Washington, and New
York's Warwick Advertising, and Manning. Selvage and Lee.
The committee's first meeting, which
took place at NAB headquarters in

1.\•ashington on 15 June, succeeded in establishing the goals for its mission of enhancing the image of radio.
The goals are " to increase the public's
consciousness of radio, to increase radio's revenue share, to increase understanding by public officials and opinion
leaders of the radio industry and its service to its communine, and to increase
the pride and professionalism of those
in the industry."
Although specific aetails were not
provided, Brown said the campaigns
proposed during the committee meeting
were " multi- media; and included print
and video advertisements, as well as radio spots.
A recommendation on what type
strategy to take in the campaign is expected to be made to the respective

boards of the NAB and RAB in early
1988, accorcâng to Sue Kraus, spokesperson for the NAB.
Brown noted that, under arrangements made with the various agencies,
ideas submitted to the committee are
owned by the committee
The committee has also decided not to
limit itself te the three proposals it heard
in early October Brown said further
study was being conducted into the matter of promoting the image of radio.
"We ( the committee) were not unhappy with the proposals," Brown said.
However, he stressed the committee
wanted to be certain that the campaign,
which is to be industry- wide, will make
the best use of the funds set aside for it
The next meeting of the Radio Futures
Committee is scheduled tor 9December
in Washington DC
For additional information, contact Bev
Brown at 214-693-6668, or Sue Kraus at
the NAB: 202-429-5350.

Raise your standards.
To understand the superiority of the Tascam
ATR-60/2N, begin with the heads: no other
2-track production recorder has heads that can
provide sync response fully equal to repro
response—an advantage that allows you to save
time by making critical audio decisions without
rewinding.
Next, look at its direct-drive reel motors, its
PLL servo capstan, and its 3-motor servo controlled tape handling system—all factors that
lead to the ultimate in fast, accurate, and stressfree tape handling.
Finally, consider that the ATR-60/2N gives
you all this and more, hour after hour, year
after year.
Then call or write today about the Tascam
ATR-60/2N. And take your broadcasting to a
higher level.

TASCAM

©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303.
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Cases of Array Pattern Moding
by Tom Osenkowsky

Comb/not ton

Brookfield CT ... Space considerations
precluded examination of the Case A parameter options last month.
Presented here are three parameter
options (out of the total of eight possible) for Case A as well as Case B, afour-
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greater field variation than if the power
were more evenly distributed.
It is generally advisable to select the
"mode" which produces the highest
drive point resistances and most even
power distribution while avoiding negative and parasitic elements.
Examples from Case A and Busing the
MODING computer program bear these
possibilities out.
Once again in the Case A array, the
conical radiation will be different for
each "mode."
Another consideration in moding of an
array is the "real RMS."
When calculating the actual RMS of an
array, and thus by hemispherical integra-
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Power distribution vs. stability
One opinion in terms of bandwidth
stipulates that it is best to have the
majority of power distributed among the
least towers, such as one or two towers
carrying the bulk of the power.
In this way fewer elements need to be
properly matched or broadbanded.
While this perspective may seem valid,
pattern stability must also be considered.
A given variation in phase and/or ratio in this situation would result in afar

-

phase

TOWER

tower in-line array consisting of tall equal
height elements.
A detailed analysis Idid with the MATRIX computer program demonstrates
that parameter sensitivity varies considerably from option to option.
For a given variation of each tower's
ratio and/or phase, the effect on each
radial field intensity is considerably
different.
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tion determining the "K" factor using a
1ohm or other specified loss resistance
at the current loop of each element, a
change in the drive point resistance will
certainly affect the determination.
RMS calculated
For example, if we have a5ohm drive
point resistance with 1 ohm loss, a
greater dissipation land lower RMS) will
occur than if the drive point resistance
were 10 ohms.
In general we utilize a constant "K"
factor when moding or matrixing an array.
It is easily possible to model an array
on the computer where, as we vary apa-
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rameter, the drive resistance varies such
that the dissipation (loss) is in proportion to the field variation due alone to
integration.
In other words, if we used aconstant
"K" we'd see achange, but for the real
RMS study we'd see no change because
our gain was eaten up by agreater power
dissipation.
In our next article we'll examine an actual error-vector and talkdown application.
Tom Osenkowsky is a radio engineering
consultant and president of MASTER Software, and aregular RW columnist. He can
be reached at 203-775-3060.

10 years from now, It'll still be the standard.
The undisputed standard for broadcast cassette decks has always been the Tascam 122B.
But that standard has just been surpassed.
Presenting the 3-head Tascam 122MKII. Its leadership is founded upon features such as Tascam's Cobalt
Amorphous tape head technology. Plus achoice of built-in Dolby systems: not just B and C, but also
HX-Pro, for virtually perfect high-end frequency response.
More than any comparable deck, it maintains constant tape speed and tension, thanks to atape handling
system that includes Tascarn's Hysteresis Tension Servo Control.
And when it comes to handling, the 122MKII is the complete professional tool, with cue and review
functions (manual cue), balanced XLR +4dBm inputs and outputs, and rack-mountability.
Call or write for more information about the 122MKII. Get it now, and use it for decades.
© 1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303.
Dolby HX-Pro, Dolby B, and Dolby C are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
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GDO Meets Many Station Needs
by Torn Vernon
Harrisburg PA ... Picture this scenario.
Your communications receiver is badly
out of alignment, and you need to tweak
it up for the hainfest this weekend.
You procrastinate until Friday night,
when there is a power outage lasting
several hours.
In spite of the handicap of no power
for the receiver or signal generator, come
Saturday morning your rig is tweaked to
perfection.
Impossible? Not with the topic of this

month's column, the grid-dip meter.
Although not used as often as other
RF test equipment, the grid-dip meter,

[-Station

' Sketches
or grid-dip oscillator ( GDO) has many
interesting applications around the radio
station or shop.
As you can see from Figure 1, this is
arelatively simple device. It's no more
than asimple oscillator with ameter for

measuring oscillator grid (or base) current.
Typically these are small battery
powered devices with numerous plugin coils for overlapping frequency
bands.
The dial of the variable capacitor is
calibrated in frequency with bands that
match the range of the plug-in coils.
The principle of operation is also simple. Oscillator current dips when the coil
is in the presence of an external circuit
which is resonant at the oscillator's frequency.

Figure 1. Simplified schematic of
a grid-dip meter.
Cod
/ RFC

0-1 mA "1—

T
„ ,

Figure 2. Oscillator grid current as
afunction of frequency, when coupled to high and low Q circuits.
Oscillator Grid Current

20

Low O circuit
High O circuit

Frequency

"We wanted the best
sound in town—Ithink we
were successful."
Martin Brandi, Chief Engineer
CJMF-FM, Quebec City, Canada
(Soft Rock

"The automatic equalization
and gently gain riding were just what
we were looking for. And thank you for
making your updates retrofittable."

"It's scary! Loud and dense,
but not fatiguing. And it's consistent
whether we're playing old LPs or anew
Huey Lewis CD."
Duffy Egan, Chief Engineer
V/PRO-FM, Providence, RI
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

WBMX, Chicago, IL
(Urban Contemporary)

Barry Mishkind, Chief Engineer
KFXX, Tucson, AZ
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

Ray Fisher, Program Director
WAX, Columbus, MS
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

Don Hobson, Engineering Manager
KJQY, San Diego, CA
(Light and Easy Musi

"Increased our punch
and gave us afuller sound. It's
ultimately clean. In acompetitive marke,
regardless of format, the cleaner sound gets (and
keeps) the long-term listener. The added controls
give us the advantage of tailoring our sound
to the listener"
• John Bortowski, Chief Engineer

"Clean and loud."

"I would highly recommend it to
anyone—except my competitors!"

"Clean and natural without
being strident. It gives you lots of
adjustment capabilities, and will fit almost
any format. The manuals are very good
as usual."
David Ficker, Chief Engineer
KHOO, Waco, TX
(Adult Contemporary)

John Buckham, Chief Engineer
KITS, San Francisco, CA
(Modern Rock

"It's the biggest bang for the buck—
lets us customize our sound for our
listeners."

"Super! The most cost-effective
change we've ever made."
Randy Wells, Chief Engineer
KREO, Santa Rosa, CA
(Adult Contempo

"Lethal."

"Voices sound clean and open,
and the music sounds great."

Matt Conner, Chief Engineer
WASH, Washington, D.C.
(Adult Contemporary)

"Gave us more punch and clarity
without any increase in distortion."
Michael Fast, Chief Engineer
WPOC, Baltimore, MD
(Modern Country)

Terry Carpenter, Chief Engineer
KJYY, Houston, TX
(Vocal Soft Rock)

The OPTIMOD-FM XT2 Processor:
Everything they say is true.
Orban's XT2 Six-Band Limiter is an
accessory chassis that works with any
8100-series OPTIMOD-FM. It gives you bass and
high frequency equalizers, plus CLIPPING and
DENSITY controls that let you customize the
sound for your format and target audience. At
$207e it's probably the most cost-effective
upgrade you can make to your audio.

(suggested list)

For the details, see your Orban dealer, or
contact us direct.
Orban Associates Inc.

645 Bryant St, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA
Phone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498
Telex 17-1480 FAX (415) 957-1070

otban
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This is because acertain amount of the
oscillator's energy is absorbed by an external resonant circuit.
The sharpness of the meter's dip depends on the tightness of coupling to the
external resonant circuit as well as the
Q of that circuit. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2.
The most popular use of grid-dip
meters is to determine the resonant frequency of tuned circuits in transmitters
and other RF devices.
The coil of the GDO is placed close to
the circuit in question, and the tuning
cap is adjusted for a dip in the meter.
The frequency is then read off the
calibrated dial.
Care must be exercised when using
this technique to get just enough coupling between the GDO and the circuit
under test to see the dip on the meter.
Too much coupling will cause the oscillator to be pulled off frequency, resulting in measurement errors.
The electrical length of transmission
lines may be determined by opening the
far end, and putting aloop of wire on
the other end.
Now tune the grid-dip meter to the
lowest frequency where adip is located.
This dip is the point where the transmission line is aquarter length long.
In asimilar manner the resonant frequency of antennas may be determined.
Simply connect aloop from antenna to
ground, couple in the grid-dip meter
and tune for adip on the meter.
A GDO may also be used to check the
resonant frequency of RF components.
To check coils, simply place the coil close
to the grid-dip meter and tune for the
dip.
It's that simple. Capacitors are alittle
more involved. Connect the unknown
capacitor across acoil of known inductance.
Measure the resonant frequency of
both, and solve for Cx in the formula:
Cx =25,400/(f2L)
where C is in picofarads, L is in microhenries, and fis in megahertz.
You can find the inductance of acoil
using the same procedure, only with a
known capacitor value. In this case,
solve the above formula for Linstead of
C.
And, as Imentioned in the introduction, aGDO can be used to align areceiver with no power connected.
Begin by coupling the GDO to the last
transformer, and adjusting the slugs for
adip at the IF frequency. Gradually work
(continued on next page)
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PAR Hosts Engineer Sessions
by Douglas W. Fearn
Philadelphia PA ... The Pennsylvania
Association of Broadcasters (PAB) held its
annual convention here on October 19.
For the past four years afeature of the
convention has been an engineering
conference.
This year, there were seven presentations, six of which were of interest to radio station engineers.
Tower maintenance
John Windle, VP of Engineering for
Stainless, Inc., a tower manufacturer,
emphasized the responsibilities we have
for proper inspection and maintenance
of towers.
He stressed that annual tower inspecfions should indude checks for damaged
or deformed members, corrosion, paint
condition, damaged hardware and connectors, base insulator cracks, guy wire
corrosion, tower base and guy anchor
condition, guy tensioning, and tower
alignment.
Towers should be checked with atransit to be certain they are plumb and
straight.
Some of these checks can be done
from the ground, but much of the inspection must be performed by someone
qualified to climb the tower who knows
what to look for.
Windle passed out afour-page summary of maintenance requirements,
which includes methods and formulas
for determining whether a tower is
within tolerance for straightness and
plumbness, and two methods of calculating guy wire tension.
Most tower failures are the result of ice
buildup and there is not much that can
be done to prevent ice.
Windle discussed experimentation
with new anti-icing coatings which seem
to be effective but require frequent
renewal (every couple of years), are subject to degradation from any handling,
and are quite costly to apply.
The coatings do seem to work however
and may be a solution for towers with
severe ice problems.
There are new EIA standards which
took effect earlier this year and which require that most new towers have a
higher wind survival rating.
Michael Rau of the NAB's Department

of Science and Technology brought us
up to date on the latest improvement
projects.
These include the two AM antenna experiments, the NRSC AM Standard and
FM matters.
NRSC conversions
Rau observed that some 359 stations
have reported converting to the NRSC
standard, and that prototype receivers
have already been designed.
Meanwhile, FM's FMX, with its improved design, is ready to be tested.
Of the two AM antennas the NAB is
getting ready to build, one, the Biby antenna, has undergone afew changes and
is set for construction.
The Prestholdt antenna, however, still
needs to be assigned asite. The NAB is
currently working that detail out with
Howard University, which will lease the
land for the project.
For TV engineers, Rau also spoke about
the current state of High Definition Television (HUM experiments, which the
NAB is getting more involved in through
its subsidiary, NAB Technologies.
AM stereo and other concerns
Larry Will related his experience with
both stereo TV and AM stereo.
Will, of New Jersey Public Television
and an owner of AM stereo WCZN in
Chester, PA, explained the problems and
results of converting an older AM transmitter to C-QUAM stereo.
His talk was illustrated with slides
taken at the radio and television stations,
as well as data on the performance of the
systems.
After lunch, Ennis Coleman, Engineer
in Charge for the Philadelphia office of
the FCC spoke on broadcast station inspections and possible fines for violations.
He explained the procedure by which
stations are chosen for inspection by the
Philadelphia office.
The most likely stations to be inspected are those that appear to have a ,
violation. Next are those with ahistory I
of violations. And then a few stations I
with good records of compliance are randomly chosen for checking.
The typical inspection lasts two to
three hours and concentrates on the
transmitter site.

Tower painting and lighting, and fencing are included. Indicating instruments
(plate voltmeter and ammeter, RF ammeters and phase monitors) are observed and, if the station is operated by
remote control, the calibration is checked
with the control point.
The signal is monitored for frequency,
modulation percentage and spurious
radiation. At the studio the EBS equipment comes under close scrutiny as well
as the operator's knowledge of EBS
procedures.
If all goes well, that's the end of the
inspection. If violations are noted, additional measurements may be made, such
as checking an AM directional station's
monitor points for each pattern.
Dealing with violations
If aminor violation is found, an "advisory" would be issued. If aserious violation is detected, the FCC issues an official notice that requires areply indicating what action has been taken to rectify the problem.
A "willful violation" is one that station
personnel either have failed to prevent
or failed to correct.
This type of violation subjects the station to a Notice of Apparent Liability
(NAL) which carry fines up to $2000.
Also in this category are repeated violations, those that occur twice in a 12month period.
At the end of the presentation, Coleman fielded questions from the audience
on avariety of topics, some outside the
broadcast realm. He acknowledged that
the FCC field offices have at least as

much trouble keeping up with the
changing rules as broadcasters do.
Harris Corporation has been apioneer
in the current experimentation with synchronous AM transmission, and Art Silver from Harris advised us on the latest
findings.
He explained how synchronous AM
worked and who could benefit, using examples such as astation in the Southwest whose nighttime null falls over a
major city.
By using asecond synchronous transmitter, service was restored to the city.
Currently there are four experimental
systems in use around the country. The
final results are not yet in.
Equipment Exhibits
In addition to the technical sessions,
a small radio exhibit hall displayed
equipment and services available from
about adozen exhibitors.
All showed its line of consoles, distribution amps and various other handy
devices.
LPB had alow power AM transmitter
on display which could be used for PreSunrise or Post-Sunset operation.
And featured at the Radio Systems'
booth was the company's ESA-10 console-.
Although small compared to shows
such as the NAB spring convention, the
Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters convention offered area engineers
a lot of information in one day.
Stainless, Inc. will provide copies of its
tower maintenance reference data to interested
RW readers. Contact Ken Wetzel at 215699-4871.
Doug Fearn, CE of WKSZ, Media, PA can
be reached at 215-565-8400.
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Grid Dip Oscillator Uses
(continued from previous page)
your way back to the antenna in this
manner.
To set up the local oscillator, tune the
receiver to 1500 kHz. The grid-dip meter is tuned to this frequency minus the
IF frequency, in this case 1045 kHz. With
the meter coupled to the oscillator coil,
adjust for anull at 1045.
Since the GDO radiates RF, it can also
be used as asignal generator, and BFO
or Q multiplier for your communications
receiver.
By noting dips at places other than the
resonant frequency the grid-dip meter is
useful for tracking down spurious radiation. Checks of crystals and filters are
also possible with this device.
Grid-dip meters are also inexpensive.
These units frequently show up in
government surplus catalogs for very
reasonable prices. Hamfests are yet another source.

Just make sure the batteries for older
units are still available and that all plugin coils come with the meter.
If you don't mind a few evenings of
work with adrill and soldering iron, The
Radio Amateur's Handbook contains plans
for some nifty GDOs. These plans don't
include coil winding data for the broadcast band, but there's enough information to figure this out.
While the GDO gives an accurate indication of resonant frequency, it is not
as razor sharp as a frequency counter,
and probably should not be used for
FCC required measurements.
Its real advantage is that it can give you
information that cannot be easily obtained in any other way.
Tom Vernon, aregular RW columnist, divides his time among broadcast consulting,
computers and instructional technology. He
can be reached at 717-249-1230.
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The Rites of Spot Copyw
e ritin
by Tyree Ford
Baltimore MD ... Effective copywriting
for commercials, recorded station
promos and even liners is an art/science
that frequently gets overlooked due to
the need to get the piece on the air as
quickly as possible.
Due to lack of attention to detail, compromises occur which reduce the credibility of the client and your station.
Your first job is to determine what effect you want to achieve. Begin by getting the facts from the client. Asking
some very basic questions will help determine the best approach.
Basic identity
If the client is new, or relatively unknown to the market, it is important to
reinforce the name, unique position and
location as well as any special information which will help the listener contact
the client.
While repeating the client's name is
important, it is also important not to
overdo it. With most 60 second copy
seven impressions is plenty.
Even then you need to make sure the
client's name is used in sentences with
strong, simple positioning statements.
Attempts to insert the name at every
possible interval are unwieldy and
sound hyped. (Of course there are always exceptions.)
In aspot Irecently worked on for an
upscale auto dealer we achieved nearly

ten impressions. The first five came in
the first ten seconds of the spot.
Because the client was having aspecial year end clearance celebration event
we opened the spot with achampagne
cork pop, party ambiance and five different foreign folks toasting the dealership
in their native languages.
Because the voices and pronunciations were all markedly different we
were able to achieve avery high impression rate.
Living up to image
Our international voices also connoted
avery upscale image. This wasn't just a
con job to get people to the showroom.
The company really does have a class
act.

rProducers
File
Remember this when you w'rite for a
client or your own station; if you make
statements or promises that can't be fulfilled your station and your client will
both lose credibility.
Stay away from copy that makes more
of aproduct or service than can reasonably be expected by the consumer.
Another thing to remember is that advertising creates traffic, not sales. If aclient runs a schedule and complains of
poor results, the reason could be that he
was unable to close the customer be-

cause the copy was mostly smoke.
There are many other reasons for nonperformance of a spot schedule, including running spots when the market
is not ready to buy, running too small
a schedule to make enough impressions, etc., but for now let's stick to
copy.
Copy overload
Even though a spot sounds great, it
may not be doing the job you want it to.
It's very important to realize that the
message should not be the medium.
Too many advertising pros fall into the
trap of accepting that more is better. As
aresult, their copy includes too much information. They excuse this poor approach by claiming it gives excitement to
the spot.
While we have learned that humans
hear faster than they speak, there is a
point at which excitement becomes clutter and confusion.
You hear more of this misguided approach in local retail price and product
copy where examples of "great bargains"
fill aspot to overflowing. The very style
of this buzz saw approach is atipoff to
most people that the buyer should beware.
If you find yourself with too many
copy points to comfortably fit in one
spot, make two or more spots. By using
the same open and close you will establish continuity and transform aone-spot
monster into something approaching a

marketing campaign.
If you've spent some money recently
for a commercial music package make
sure you take full advantage of it by customizing your copy to the particular bed
you're using.
One of the best ways to maximize your
impact is to pick a music track which
conveys the feel you intend to take with
the copy.
After you find the right track, listen to
it for "musical posts" or obvious changes
in the music patterns. Write your copy
so that your sentences and phrases coincide with the musical timings.
It's okay if one thought runs across
several posts, but try to avoid ending or
beginning thoughts between posts. If
you finish a line of copy too soon, try
slowing the line down to fill the hole or
adding afew more appropriate words.
Don't add meaningless filler.
Listen to make sure you're not speeding up to get those extra words into one
section, and dragging your delivery too
much in a later section to fill up the
space. It may help you to think of your
voice as an instrument providing a
melody for the bed.
Choosing the right words
Be aware the effect your choice of
words has on the spot. Some words just
don't work well when said next to each
other.
As you write your copy, be aware of
"power words" and how they also increase the impact of your piece. Power
words come in varying strengths.
The stronger ones usually contain plo(continued on page 27)
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The Basics of POTS Business
In Part I, the author shared his "telephone
insight" on choke networks, FXs and digital exchanges. In the following he examines
business phone lines, loading coils and echo
suppression.

by Steve Church
Part II
Cleveland OH ... Now we're getting
into some real mysterious, esoteric stuff.
Standard POTS ( plain old telephone
service) business phone lines come in
two basic flavors, loop start and ground
start. Loop start is the kind that is most
common.
In this kind of circuit, the CO (central
office ) provides "talk battery" to the line
at all times and knows that an off-hook
condition is occurring when your equipment connects and causes current to
flow between the two tip and ring wires.
With ground start circuits, the CO
waits for aconnection from the ring wire
to ground before connecting talk battery,
at which time your gear removes the
ground connection so that a balanced
talk path is established.
When the calling party hangs up, a
ground start circuit removes the talk battery. A loop start circuit may or may not
provide a momentary interruption or
reversal of the talk battery when the calling party terminates.
Talk battery
Talk battery is originated at the exchange at 48 .VDC. Since there may be
as much as 5,000 ohms resistance between ihe CO and you resulting from a
series current-limiting resistor and the
wire pair resistance, the voltage at your
end will be some lower value, depending on the resistance of your terminal
equipment.
The interruption of the battery is
known as "CPC," or Calling Party Control, since the "calling party" can control
your equipment when he hangs up.
The CPC can be used to turn off an answering machine, for example, or to extinguish the winking light on aheld line
on a 1A2 Key System phone.
The CPC interruption on loop start circuits was probably never intentional,
having most likely been aby-product of
early mechanical switching relay systems.
While most exchanges do provide
CPC, there are some that don't reliably
provide it, or provide it after avariable
time delay, and many PBXs don't look for
it at all
Ground start lines
Thus, ground start lines are highly
desirable for connection to PBXs and answering machines.
Incidentally, you can connect ground
start lines to 1A2 Key Systems. This approach will ensure that aline will go off
of hold if acaller gets tired of waiting and
hangs up.
Of course, your jocks won't be able to
call out on these lines, and you can't
busy-out unused lines, since the Key
System doesn't provide the ground start
signal.
Occasionally, you may see areference
in phone terminology to something called
"TAM" signaling. While this sounds very
impressive, like it might be an unusual

and advanced digital coding scheme or
somesuch, the truth about E&M is much
less exciting.
E,&M merely abbreviates the words for
Ear and Mouth, and the signaling is accomplished by simply asserting and
removing —48 VDC. This technique is
sometimes used for special circuits in order to communicate line status.
Loading coils
We all at one time or another have
been told by the phone people that an
EQ'd broadcast loop was not possible
from acertain location because no "unloaded pairs" were available.
In some cases, the phone guys have
probably offered to remove the load

coils—with acouple of months lead time
and a special service charge involved.
What are these things? Why are they on
some lines and not others? Why do they
need them at all?
A typical phone pair of #24 wire has
an attenuation of approximately 2.5 dB
per mile at 3kHz due to capacitive effects. On an eight mile long line, high
frequency attenuation would thui be 20
dB, a significant amplitude distortion.
Load coils are toroidal inductors which
are used to counter the effects of the
phone pair's natural capacitance. While
the coils are effective at flattening out the
response within the voice band, the roll
off above 3.5 kHz is devastating (see Figure 1).

3650
for Technics

Physically, load coil banks are long
cylinders, with the individual donut-like
coils stacked on top of each other inside.
They are typically placed at 3000', 4500'
or 6000' intervals along the phone cables. Generally, load coils are only used
on cables of greater than three miles
length.
Load coils also usually have adeleterious effect on the performance of the simpler radio station hybrid interfaces since
the coils can create resonant peaks and
phase anomalies in the phone line impedance curve which are difficult to null
out.
This is areason why simpler hybrids
are more likely to operate satisfactorily
when astation is near the serving CO.
If you've ever had the experience of
having along distance conversation on
aphone circuit with an overactive echo
(continued on page 27)
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Small Market Station Survey
by Jeffrey Baker
Fairport NY ... There are conflicting beliefs about the state of broadcast engineering as aprofession.
One view holds that de-regulation has
killed broadcast engineering as acareer
because most of the technical rules have
been eliminated and stations no longer
need or want the services of an engineer.
Therefore engineers cannot find work.
An alternative position is that broadcasting is losing its technical talent to
other fields such as computing, therefore
it is aseller's market for broadcast technical talent.
The recent layoffs of technical personnel at major networks and major market
stations tend to support the "engineering is dead" theory.
So does the often heard wisdom of
some broadcast managers who believe
that broadcast equipment is so reliable,
major market AM-FM combos need but
one engineer on staff and all other stations can get by with acontract engineer.
That would seem to open opportunities in contract engineering.
At the same time, at least in the state
of New York, long time contract engineering operations have been shutting

down. This contradictory state of affairs
leaves one to wonder whether there is
any future for the contract broadcast engineer.
Even with major staff reductions, large
broadcast operations will have afew engineers on payroll and oppportunities
will be limited.
But what is the situation in smaller
communities? Are small market stations
meeting their needs? Is there an opportunity for the contract engineer in small
markets?
In an attempt to find out, we surveyed
stations in smaller markets within New
York State.
The scope of the survey was limited
because of limited resources and our
particular interest in this area as apossible location for aconsulting business.
But the results may be useful to engineers seeking this kind of work in
other areas, and the methods used could
be adapted for larger markets as well.
Methodology
Questionnaires were sent to GMs of 50
stations selected from the Broadcasting
Yearbook listings. An attempt was made
to make this sample representative based
on station type and community size.

The survey form was kept concise—
one page in which six questions were
asked.
Two questions need abit of explanation.
Good survey technique requires that
questions be free of bias. That is, they
should not suggest to the person being
surveyed that any given answer is more
appropriate than any other.
Nevertheless, in questions 4and 5, a
deliberate attempt was made to position
the price data asked for in terms that the
respondent could relate to.
This positioning was the result of previous experience with station managers
who relate the hourly cost of contract engineering to the cost of an employee.
They may not consider that contract
personnel don't receive the benefits
provided other employees and that contract engineers also have fixed overhead
costs to meet.
Therefore, the questions suggest the
similarity to other services with which
the GM would be familiar and which
would have the same sort of expenses.
Although the response forms could be
sent anonymously, respondents were
given the option of enclosing abusiness
card or affixing their name and address
for contact in case aconsulting service
were started in the near future.
A cover letter explained that we were
considering starting abroadcast technical service, listed some areas of expertise and explained we were trying to as-

sess the need for those services.
The survey produced an unusually
high response rate of 48%. Responses
were highly variable but some clear
trends were discernible.
They are tabulated in Figure 2and discussed below.
One third of the stations had afulltime technically trained CE. Just under
athird had part time chiefs on staff, and
the same number (29%) employed acontract engineer.
One station had no engineer but there
was agood reason (or perhaps result)—
they weren't yet on the air.
Some of the engineers on staff doubled in other jobs and two stations had
both acontract chief and part-time staff
person.
As for meeting technical needs, 42%
reported that their current arrangement
met all requirements, 38% said it met
most needs, and for one eighth, it met
some. Several stations failed to respond
to this question.
Many stations expressed an interest in
using anew technical service for various
purposes.
The major categories for this interest
included antenna adjustments and
measurements (54%), emergency transmitter repairs (50%), antenna construction (33%), emergency studio repairs
(29%), and studio and transmitter construction, (29% each).
Only afew selected minor FCC applications and mutine maintenance/inspections.
What are stations willing to pay for
these services?
(continued on next page)
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Is The Need There?
(continued from previous page)
For routine maintenance, responses
clustered in the lowest two groups
presented, "less than $15 per hour"
(46%) and "$15-$20 per hour" (33%).
Emergency services were valued more
widely and, in general, more highly at
"$20-$25 per hour" (33%).
For major work, such as studio and
transmitter plant design, antenna adjustments and proofs, the mode was "between $200 and $300 per day" (33%),
with 13% favoring $300-$400 per day,
and 17% choosing less. There were a
large number (33%) of non-responses to
this question.
The majority of the respondents indicated an interest in being notified if a
new service were to be started. Nearly
all of those included abusiness card or
contact address.
No technical shortage
It appears that the majority of stations
responding have some relatively permanent form of technical help.
Over 90% had either part-time or full
time staff who were said to be technically
trained, or had engineers on contract.
The others had non-technically trained
chief operators or did not respond to the
question. From this response it appears
that there is no shortage of technical personnel.
However less than half the replies indicated that the arrangement met all the
station's needs.
Thus it seems that the technical personnel employed may have limited experience in some areas and that outside
help would be required for certain jobs.
The large response to the question on
using an outside technical service would
seem to reinforce this perception.
Judging from the responses to question 3, it would seem that the greatest
areas of weakness are in antenna adjustments and measurements, emergency
transmitter repairs and construction.
Apparently,
according to the
responses, routine maintenance and studio repairs are being handled adequately.
Experience wanted
It appears that the most help is needed
in areas which require the most experience in the broadcast engineering
field.
Thus, it may be surmised that the
"technical" people working at small market stations are relative newcomers to the
field or at least haven't been able to gain
the breadth of experience required to
handle the more complex technical
tasks.
This is of course consistent with corn-
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mon belief that the inexperienced start
working in small markets and move up
as they gain experience.
But pay in smaller markets tends to be
low, and so apparently do the service
cost expectations of small market GMs.
The $15 or so amount selected by most
for cost of routine services would not
cover the overhead of an average contract
engineer, let alone provide adecent living (afuture article is planned to cover
this subject).
This is especially true for ahighly experienced person who has the necessary
equipment and supplies.
The cost expectation for emergency
services is in aslightly more reasonable
range ( around $20-$25 per hour), but it
is not consistent with the cost of services
mentioned for comparison.
Auto repair services around the state
appear to run in the $25-$35 per hour
range (higher in cities) and plumbing
and electrical hourly costs are higher.
Undervaluation
Thus on a comparative basis, broadcast engineering, ajob which requires a
high level of skill, appears greatly undervalued.
And it is rare to find aplumber, electrician or auto mechanic who will come
to you in the middle of the night for the
regular rate.
The $200-$300 consensus for major
consulting services is also quite low.
Professional engineering consultants
in the Washington, DC area generally
charge above the top scale mentioned in
the question.
Obviously, a small market station
would prefer not to hire a $600 a day
consultant for aminor antenna adjustment or common point impedance
measurement. It would be desirable to
find someone locally who will work for
less.
But the amounts proposed are less
than half what the Washington group
would get. The low response rate to this
question, however, indicates some uncertainty or indifference on the part of
the participants.
It should be pointed out that the
limited geographical area and small sample size as well as the particular sampling technique cautions against drawing broad generalizations from this survey.
Nevertheless some trends can be discerned which point the way for further
research on engineering needs and
broadcast employment.
Conclusions
Within the limited scope of this study,
it can be concluded that small market
• Your needs combined with others gives
us centralized buying power to negotiate major savings for all Members.
• The more Members, the greater your
savings.
• Buying for broadcasters worldwide, over
22 years.
• The "One-call Buying Network" for all
your broadcast equipment buys! —

1775 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
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stations seem to meet their routine technical needs to some extent.
However their managers perceive
needs for additional services in the areas
of emergency repairs, antenna work and
construction. Many are willing to hire
outside services but at inadequate or
barely adequate fees.
Based on the result of this survey, we
abandoned the idea of alocal consulting service. The fees would not have
generated enough income to cover decent salaries, pay normal benefits such
as vacation, health and liability insurance and retirement, or cover overhead
for equipment, telephone and nonbillable time.
The need is there but the money is
not.
Some engineers may feel they could
do agood job on the fees that stations
are willing to pay. They should know
that three contract engineers previously
working in the survey area have shut
down or greatly limited their operations.
While that would seem to provide an
opportunity, the reasons cited for discontinuing operations are worrisome.
They include station unwillingness to
pay reasonable fees ( as documented in
this survey), station failure to pay on
time or at all, and lack of trained personnel to assist on large projects or in multiple emergencies.

Perhaps the survey results could be
summarized by the remarks of one
respondent (apparently an engineer
given the survey by his manager) who
wrote a note. Although the letter is
somewhat contradictory, his conclusion
was:
"The only need in the radio business
right now is the minimum wage chief
with 30 years experience. If you are
thinking of changing business thrust
then become electricians or plumbers. It
takes half the ability and pays four times
as much."
The survey result doesn't quite justify
that view. But there is certainly aneed
to train station managers in how to value
the engineering services they need.
Jeffrey Baker is Director of Engineering for
the radio group at Heritage Media Corporation. He holds several degrees and is currently adoctoral student at Nava University.
He is also acertified Senior Broadcast Engineer, AM-FM, and can be reached at 716232-7550.
Editor's note: RW would be interested
in similar research conducted by contract engineers or potential contract engineers in other markets. Write: Editor,
PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041,
or call 703-998-7600.

"I've finally had all Ican stand..."
'l can't let another day go by without
telling you about my Harris SX-5A AM
Transmitter," writes R. Dale Gehman,
partner and chief engineer of WASG AM
Stereo 55 in Atmore, Alabama.
"We got prompt action on our
order. Your shipping people followed
it through. Iwas very pleased with
the manual, the construction (Built
Tough!), the hook-up procedures and
the initial turn-on performance. The
final numbers were beyond my wildest
dreams! Imagine 0.3% distortion, 0.2%
intermod, 3% IPM
Inever dreamed
I'd see any AM transmitter turn out
numbers like these!
"But let me tell you what surprised
me most: WASG is located in alightning
belt— more strikes than anywhere in
America. Our 511-foot tower has been

M
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popping with static many times, but your
solid-state SX-5A just sits there and keeps
on playing! We haven't been off the air
once. THANKS!"
Harris' SX-5A is your best bet for
arugged, reliable and efficient 5kilowatt
AM transmitter, and it's available for
single or triple phase hook-up. There
also are 1 and 2.5 kW SX models.
Sun Wat chTM automatic PSA/PSSA and
C-QUAMR AM Stereo are options.
Standard-setting Harris training and service top off the features.
Call today for your SX brochure.
We'll also send the popular Harris Conversion Chart and On The Air poster.
1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 3006. Or write:
Harris Radio Sales, P.O. Box 4290,
Quincy, IL 62305-4290.

el

HARRIS
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Radio's New Secret Weapon

StereoIllaxix

StereoMaxx" is a hit with scores of Chief Engineers and Program Directors from
coast to coast. Our spatial image enlarger is their new " SECRET WEAPON". And
it's a secret they'd prefer to keep to themselves as long as possible.

NEW YORK

A Southwest top 10 market CE explained to us:
"After you asked me for aquote about Stereo/dam; Italked it over with management. We
agreed on two things: First, Stereoblcooc is making adifference at our station. It gives
our sound afullness and richness we didn't have before, and nobody else has now. And
second, we don't want our competition to know what we're doing. So no names, OK?"

ANGELES

We understand. StereoMcDŒ users love the box, but most don't want publicity.
After all, it's no secret that audio processing can be a potent weapon in the
"ratings wars." A West Coast Chief Engineer tells us how StereoMaxx is working
out at his station:
"It's terrific. The extra separation and depth we get from StereoMoot makes us not only
sound bigger, but better. It's amazing... The PD has been bugging me for months to give
our station asound that stands out from the other OM's. With Stereollicooc, we're finally
able to do it. Ifollowed your instructions for connecting StereoIda= with our Texar
Audio Prisms. There were no problems putting StereoMax( in, and it gives us no
problems on the air."

CHICAGO

SAN
FRANCISCO

We're glad he said that. Enlarging the stereo image is one thing, but doing it
without creating big hassles is quite another. A top 5 market CE put it this way:

ATLANTA

"I was alittle skeptical because I'd played with several ambience gadgets in the past.
But they were more trouble than they were worth. StereoMmoc is different. It really does
make us 'more stereo'. And it really doesn't cause us any undue multipath hassles.
Also, Idon't like unknown 'black boxes', so Iwas impressed that you sent me complete
specs, and ablock diagram. The unit comes with full schematics... no mystery modules!
Eric Small, you've done it again."

To sum up, we like these comments from a West Coast Program Director:
"When Ifirst heard about StereoLicooc, Ithought it was alittle expensive. But now you
couldn't buy it back from us. Every song we play now has as much separation as the best
produced stereo record or CD. Turning off Stereobiwoc is like going back to mono."

CINCINNATI

StereoMcDoc sounds intriguing, right? Our FREE DEMO CASSETTE is an earopener. To get yours pronto, just call the StereoMom( hotline at ( 800) 826-2603
toll- free. Our first production run sold out in weeks. So act fast, and there's a
good chance you can beat the other guys to " radio's new secret weapon".

DALLAS

NASSAU.
SUFFOLK

modulation sciences, inc.

115 Myrtle Avenue • Brooklyn, New York 11201 • Tel 718-625-7333 • Toll Free 800-826-2603

G 1987, Modulation Sciences.
Tesar Audio Prism is atrademark of " Cesar Incorporated
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Telco Service Basics
(continued from page 23)
suppressor, you know how annoying it
can be.
Echo suppression
Long distance calls begin and end as
standard "two-wire" circuits, but are
transmitted over the long haul "fourwire," that is, with the send and receive
paths separated.
This approach allows the use of oneway transmission schemes like microwave hops and satellite links and per-

Writing
Good Copy
(continued from page 22)
sive or hard consonant sounds created
by the letters; B, C, D, K, P, Q T and
even Z. Help others you may write copy
for bv underlining the power words, and
note that they should be "hit" a little
harder.
There is adifference between the written and spoken language. While incorrect grammar sends apoor message to
the listener, don't be awilling slave to the
written language. Think more in terms
of phrases and statements than
editorials.
Dialogue and comedy copy deserve
special attention. A common mistake is
to disguise apitch by writing it in dialogue. In too many cases these spots
sound extremely unbelievable. Listeners
either tune them out or make fun of
them.
Comedy should be approached with
care. What's funny to you may not be
funny to the listener. Even if your spot
really is funny, don't expect it to stay
fresh as long as awell written straight
pitch. Jokes told too often get old quickly.
Think audience
Before you start your next piece consider to whom it's targeted, how often
and how long it will air, and what its
goal is.
After you've answered these questions
select atreatment (comedy character, dialogue, straight pitch, etc). At this point,
your selection of music, if any, will be
narrowed down by your previous decisions.
Find your music and you have completed the circle and can begin fitting
your copy points into the music.
Because the music is now an integral
part of the spot, it can be higher in the
mi .. You can use the music posts to accent various copy points by raising the
music level at the end of your copy lines
when they end at obvious music post
points.
Whether you're running eight or 18
spots an hour, cleaning up your station's
copy and production is one of the easiest, most gratifying ways of improving
your air sound.
Spot clusters are like mine fields. Each
element of acluster has the potential to
blow off listeners. By giving careful consideration to your clusters, you can decrease tune-out and increase AQH. Try
it and see!
Ty Ford, aradio audio production consultant, helps stations optimize their use of
production and airstaff skills. He can be
reached at 301-889-6201.

mits amplifiers to be easily inserted in
the talk paths ( see Figure 2).
A problem results when the hybrids
have leakage: your voice travels to the far
end and returns to you after the delay
from the two paths.
This is an especially annoying problem
when long satellite delays are involved.
Echo suppressors work much like
speakerphones. ( In fact, the Western
Electric speakerphones were aspin-off
from echo suppressor designs.)
The naturally full-duplex phone system is turned into amostly simplex oneway at atime system. When you talk, the
suppressor's attenuator on your receive
circuit kicks in, preventing the far end
leakage from reaching your earpiece.

A "hang-time" in the attenuator control circuit ensures that the gain reduction continues to be activated for the duration of the echo tail.
Of course, the distant caller's audio is
also removed. This can be very disconcerting during an animated discussion
when both parties are attempting to talk
simultaneously.
Since audio moves through fiber optics at the speed of light, the upgrading

of the long distance networks to the new
technology should eventually alleviate
this problem.
Next time, we'll explore the murky
world of "terminal equipment"—phones
and the back-room boxes they plug into.
Steve Church is president of Telos Systems,
amanufacturer of broadcast telephone interface systems. He can be reached at 21636/-0463.

RA
RCA 77DX MICROPHONE

What makes a Radio Classic? Timeless design, flawless performance, outstanding value, and above all —
bullet-proof reliability. Because, in radio, we don't coddle
our classics.
The RCA 77DX is one such product. It set new standards in microphone performance. Even now, decades later, its quality still endures.
Arrakis Systems' SC audio consoles are Radio Classics too. Introduced in
1980, the SC series set new standards in design, performance and value.
Today, Arrakis SC consoles are the choice of more radio stations worldwide than any competitive unit in their class. Shown below is the 2000SC,
an outstanding value at $ 4695. Like all
Arrakis audio consoles, the 2000SC is
ultra- reliable. And it will continue to
deliver outstanding performance as the
SYSTEMS, INC.
years go by. After all, that's what it takes
to be aRadio Classic.
Call (
303) 224-2248

affakiS

ARRAKIS 2000 Sc AUDIO CONSOLE

2000SC FEATURES:
•12 Stereo Channels, 24 Inputs Total.
•Program, Audition, and
Mono Mixdown Balanced Outputs.
•Telephone Mix-minus Buss.
•Full Monitoring Facilities.
•Remote Equipment Start.

For features,
performance,
price and
reliability,

2000SC RELIABILITY:
•DC Controlled — No Audio On Pots
Or Switches.
•Rugged Motherboard Construction
•Penny & Giles Slide Faders.
•ITT Schadow Switches.
•Only 3IC types employed, all plug-in.

NOBODY BUILDS CONSOLES LIKE ARRAKIS.
Arrakls Systems Inc. 2609 Riverbend Court

Fort Collins, CO 80525
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If your company has a new product you wish us to consider in Radio World Marketplace, please send a press release and black and white photograph to
Radio World Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
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Power controller
Delta's APC-1 Automatic Power Controller
measures a sample of the transmitter output
power and, by interconnection to the transmitter's Raise/Lower power controls, causes adjustments to be made to keep operation well within
the FCC limits.
Originally designed to provide a means for
stations to operate under ATS rules, most recently the APC-1 has been used to provide automatic power control to older FM transmitters.
Use of the APC-1 eliminates the worry of
under- or over-power operation due to tube aging or power line fluctuations, says the company.
The APC-1 lists for $1750.
For more information, contact John Bisset at
703-354-3350, or circle Reader Service 86.

wow

Console
Broadcast Electronic's new Mix Trak 90 modular console was designed purely as an on-air radio console.
Users can choose either atwelve or eighteen
channel mainframe and equip it with awide variety of modules and options.
With the optional Source Sequencer, console operators can "program" a series of
events that can be activated at the touch of a
switch.
Available modules include both microphone
and line input modules, each with Penny &
Giles linear faders, VCA gain control, Hall Effect switches and balanced patch points.
For more information, contact Tim Bealor at
217-224-9600, or circle Reader Service 82.

min
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Matrix switcher
INS' 9000 series matrix switcher is an addttion to the 8000 series modular rack frame system.
The basic building block is the 8000 series rack
trame and the 8024 power supply. To this rack
frame can be installed up to 16 crosspoint cards
which can accept 15 stereo inputs.
One rack system is capable of switching 15 input sources to eight stereo outputs; eight crosspoints for left and right.
Each rack system also holds the decoders for
left and right and can decode separate switching sources.
The control line requires only two wires. The
two wire control will operate between the rack
frame and the encoder card up to 300 M.
For more information, call your local Allied
Broadcast Equipment representative, or circle
Reader Service 81.

,45
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FM exciter
POWER PAK Systems' SMX-40 is afully synthesized FM exciter. With over 30 W of RF drive
power, it may operate as astand-alone transmitter. All modules are plug-in. The PLL module
cover is silk-screened with aBCD program code
to allow easy frequency change.
The SMX-300 and SMX-500 RF amplifiers are
of broadband design using 50 V Motorola solid
state power devices. An optional IPA allows either to be driven to full output with 6W of input drive.
The amplifiers are fully protected against all
overloads; they are powered with ferroresonant
power supplies.
For more information, call Bob Richards at
817-645-4274, or circle Reader Service 84.

Subscription/Reader Service Forms

RacJiWtrIcJ
November 15, 1987 Issue

Use until February 15, 1988

FREE Subscription/Renewal Form
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month.

I1 YES

Signature _ _ _ _ _

NO
Date

Please primed mckicie e information
Name

Title

Company/Station
Address
City

State

FM exciter
Elcom Bauer's Model 690B FM exciter accepts
acomposite signal source and two SCA channels.
It is compatible with, and will enhance any
audio processing system.
Frequency modulation is direct and incorporates phase-locked loop technology. Power
supplies are controlled by integrated circuit
regulators for stability.
The 690B's output frequency range is 87.5
MHz to 108 MHz, programmable in 100 kHz
steps (or 50 kHz steps with an optional second
crystal).
RF power output is broadband front panel adjustable from 3 W to 20 W.
For more information, contact Paul Gregg at
916-381-3750, or circle Reader Service 80.

ZIP

Business Telephone (
Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm
A. Commercial AM station
F. Recording studio
B. Commercial FM station
G. TV station/teleprod facility
C. Educational FM station
H. Consultant/id engineer
D. Combination AM/FM station
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
E. Network/group owner
J. Other
II. Job Function
A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
S. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
F. Other (specify) _ _
III. Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve

Reeder Service

Please irst fill out contact information at
left. Then check each advertisement for
corresponding number and circle below
NOTE: Circle no more than 10 numbers,
otherwise card will not be processed.
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020

021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040

041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060

061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080

081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100

Console
LPB's new Signature III audio consoles include six, eight, 10 and 12 mixer dual mono and
stereo consoles.
Signature III consoles offer a more modern
look in the familiar "form factor" of prior Signatures. Knobs and VU meters are all new.
The consoles offer three inputs per mixer, rotary Shallco step or optional Penny (
Sr Giles
faders, plug-in modules, LED peak indicators,
switchable mic gain, all transformer inputs and
outputs and RFI immunity.
For more information, contact Charles
Sheridan at 215-644-1123, or circle Reader Service 85.

EmpWasize it!

titpti __)(3c,t( AUDIO PROCESSOR
• DJ Personality Processor

• Phone Line EQ and Noise Suppressor

• Production Tape Processor

• Room Equalizer and Gated Mike Control

• Gated Recovery Compressor • Unobtrusive Background Noise Gate

Sales Call Service
Please bave a salesperson contact me
about these items ( list numbers)

• Four Parametric Equalizers • Mike and Line Level Inputs and Outputs

,L\ri

Free Detailed Brochure Available

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 • ( 215) 443-0330

Clip & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041
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BUYERS GUIDE
FM Transmitters, Exciters & SCAs

KFKIF Elects Harris FM- 35K
by Dick Wholey, VP, DE
Sconnix Broadcasting Company
Kansas City MO ... As acompany that
purchases potentially successful radio
stations and often completely revamps
them from atechnical and sometimes a
programming standpoint, Sconnix

rUser

Report
Broadcasting must work with multiple
equipment vendors. Equipment quality
is of paramount importance.
Last spring, to comply with the FCC's
recent Class C specifications for antenna
height and to increase broadcast range
of our KFKF-FM station in Kansas City,
Missouri, we purchased a Harris FM35K transmitter.
This transmitter was to be installed
with diplexing equipment and anew antenna at atower with aheight above the
required 984' Class C regulation. We
were diplexing with Kansas City's
KPRS-FM.
The FM-35K features asingle tetrode
tube and provides 80% PA efficiency
over ihe broad range of 14 kW through
35 kW.
Exceptionally low THD, IMD and high
separation specifications of the Harris
MX-15 FM exciter are maintained
throughout the broadband IPA and PA
stages of the FM-35K.
The transmitter also features built-in
emergency condition and simplified
problem-diagnosis capabilities.

We chose the Harris transmitter for
several reasons.
First, we have always had a good
working relationship with Harris as far
as equipment reliability and technical
support.
Second, we were impressed by this
transmitter's technology. Because we
were using a single transmitter— we
didn't have an auxiliary transmitter at
the new site—we wanted atransmitter
that was highly reliable, and one with
many of the latest diagnostic features for
easier operation in emergency situations.
The Harris machine scored highest of

by Marlene Petska Lane
Falls Church VA ... By now most of us
are familiar with the advantages solid
state technology can bring to transmitters. To name just two, there are no tubes
to replace (RF transistors have alife of
about 10 years, I'm told) and the redundancy guarantees that you'll still be on
the air if one or more amplifiers fail.
AM transmitters have reaped the
benefits of solid state technology but FM
transmitters, except at low powers, have
not been able to keep pace. Manufacturers say progress is slow for anumber
of reasons.
A key factor holding back FM solid
state progress is the very nature of the
available transistors.
The solid state devices used in AM

YES, three hundred seventy five, and SIMULTANEOUS dual channel!
Leading edge technology, superior design by Bob German and acompany
solidly behind the SCA industry, Broadcast Technology of Colorado.
We want you to be able to take advantage of the many SCA opportunities
on the horizon using the best equipment, and without abig expenditure.
Or, if you already have asubstantial investment in the other guy's equipment, to buy ours as an inexpensive backup unit.
We are dedicated to being your SCA source, listening to your needs and
designing for you. We will soon follow through with products that you
need and want:
• SCA Field Strength Meter
•SCA Bench Test Generator
Call today to place your order for the Model 1000 SCA Generator or to
get more information and specifications: 303/641-5503.

B C

power savings.
With the combined efforts of Jim Jett,
KFKF CE, and Mike Bostic, Sconnix assistant DE, installation of the transmitter was very smooth.
The FM-35K went in on schedule 1
April 1987 without any major problems.
However, we did run into compatibility problems with the transmitters and
diplexer after installation of the diplexing equipment, manufactured by Electronics Research, Inc.
KPRS also purchased a Harris FM35K, and problems resulted from trying
(continued on page 34)

Solid State FM Faces Obstacles

A DUAL CHANNEL
SCA GENERATOR
for $ 375

BROADCAST

all of the transmitters we looked at in
these areas.
In addition, we were aware of the
Harris FM-35K's high audio quality. We
have found over the years that using the
MX-15 exciter provides us with the best
audio quality, and that exciter is part of
the FM-35K.
That fact, combined with the wide
bandwidth design of the transmitter,
results in what we believe to be the best
audio quality available on the market.
Another reason we chose the Harris
FM-35K is that its high operating
efficiency (80% PA) translates into

TECHNOLOGY

322 EAST DENVER AVENUE
GUNNISON, COLORADO 81230
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have been adapted from the power
switching industry. They function in the
power amplifier as switches, and can
switch rapidly and efficiently at frequencies up to 1MHz.

Industry
Roundup
But in the FM band ( 100 MHz) no
Class D solid state amplifiers capable of
rapid switching have been developed.
What this means is that FM solid state
transmitters, especially at high powers,
will suffer from decreased amplifier efficiency. They cannot compete with the
efficiency of tubes.
"The PA efficiency of an FM solid state
transmitter would be at best 60% to 70%,
more typically 50% to 60%, as compared
to 80% to 90% efficiency in the case of
FM tube type or AM solid state transmitter PAs," says Geoff Mendenhall, VP of
engineering for Broadcast Electronics.
The high cost of the devices is another
hindrance in the development of FM
solid state transmitters.
"As adesigner you look at the cost of
producing aseries of different powered
transmitters," says Bob Weirather, director of advanced development for Harris.
"But no cost savings are to be had from
increasing the power levels of solid state
FM PAs."
In the case of atube type PA increased
from 3.5 kW to 35 kW, there is acost element of factor three to five in the PA,
says Weirather. But in the case of transistors, the number of modules needed
to make the increase scales exactly by a
factor of ten—and actually even more because of combiner losses.
"The bottom line is that the cost of
transistors alone, even to go to acouple
of kilowatts, is going to exceed the cost
of the tube," says Bill Hoelzel, senior VP
of marketing for QEI.
Adding to the cost of the transistors is
the cost of the circuitry to combine the
stages together, as well the manufacturing expenses incurred in developing such
necessities as mechanical heat sinks.
Despite these bleak facts, manufactur-

ers have built afew 1kW solid state FM
transmitters, although only Elcom Bauer
plans to build higher powered models.
Elcom Bauer's 1 kW was shown at
NAB two years ago.
"It was looked at with interest but nobody got real excited;' says Paul Gregg,
president of Elcom Bauer.
Gregg believes the disinterest
stemmed from a limited 1 kW market
and a general reluctance on the part of
broadcasters to accept the technology,
rather than its cost.
"I wouldn't say it was price that held
it back. A lot was done in anticipation
of Docket 80-90 and there was alot of
preliminary development," says Gregg,
"but the market never really materialized."
QEI is in disagreement with Elcom
Bauer, however. The company's 1 kW
was built as part of atechnological exercise that turned into asaleable product.
'The 1 kW was a nice mix of 500 W
modules and additional technology with
some combiners we wanted to work on
anyway," says Hoelzel. The company sold
(continued on page 38)
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QEI Sells Assurance
by Tim McCartney, CE
KBSU-FM

of even asmall vehicle.
The transmitter runs on 115 or 230 VAC
single phase, depending on the power

Boise ID ... The New Jersey-based QEI
Corporation offers low powered, solid
state portable FM transmitters which can
become part of a station's insurance
strategy..
The 19 rack mountable unit occupies
10.5' of rack space and weighs 70 lbs.
One person can lift the unit in and out

rUser

Report
transformer connection configuration.
Foldback circuitry is activated if VSWR
exceeds about 7%. Such action is indi-

cated by afront-panel LED, although its
function is not labeled on the panel.
QEI now equips these low powered
units with remote control as astandard
procedure. Functions include on/off and
raise/lower power.
As for metering, easily adjustable DC
voltage samples are provided for the collector voltage and collector current of the
PA stage. No fail-safe is provided; QEI
explains that it is not required at the 300
W power level.
The construction of the 300 W unit is
sturdy and operation is quiet.
Harmonic filter and directional coupler

MAXEDieurit-i loudness
THE NEW PMC 400A is based on our best
selling AM stereo design. This unit offers
state-of-the-art circuitry coupled with
precise implementation of the NRSC
standards for the loudest, cleanest signal
on the AM dial.
FEATURES:
NRSC STANDARDS INCLUDED — 75
micro- second pre- emphasis and 10 kHz
bandwidth ( NRSC) OR selectable variable
pre- emphasis.
PATENTED RESONANT CLIPPING FILTER — overshoot corrected filters permit
maximum modulation.
TILT CORRECTION CIRCUIT TO IMPROVE BASS RESPONSE — permits up
to 3 dB more modulation capability In
most plate modulated transmitters.

10 SEGMENT LED INPUT INDICATOR
FOR PRECISE ADJUSTMENT — 28 dB
range from - 20 to + 8.
ADJUSTABLE PEAK LIMIT CONTROL —
1db steps from "0" to + 5 db.
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE LIMITING
INDICATORS — two LEDs indicate limit
action for precise adjustment.
ASYMMETRY ADJUSTMENTS — permits positive modulation peak control in
excess of 150%.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES include steel
chassis. excellent RFI shielding, toroidal
transformers, 120 or 240 volt operation.
balanced or unbalanced, terminating ( 600
ohms) or bridging 10k ohms input.

PRECISION INPUT COMPRESSION CONTROL — 2 dB steps from -0- to + 8. gated

Typical transmitted

to prevent noise pullup.

4008. NRSC output
filter.

CALL NOW

response ot PMC

800-535-7648

'Typiral transmitted
response of
PMC:300A.

115 minute peak
stored displays:
V:10 dI3/div..
H:10 kHz, die..
300Hz resolution!

THE
PROFESSIONAL'S
CHOICE

CRL Systems
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282
(800) 535-7648 ( 602) 438-0888
TELEX: 350464 CRL TMPE. (JD.
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circuits are located internally. Two externally mounted cooling fans move air
across the power transistors' heat sink.
RF connectors are N-type in and out.
The unit's specifications rate the unit's
input RF power at 10 W or less, output
RF up to 300 W, and harmonic spurious
suppression at —70 dB.
Our unit is 69% efficient at 300 W, and
tested AM noise at — 63 dB. QEI recommends not driving the output greater
than 300 W or 9.25 A of collector current,
whichever comes first.
The technical manual supplied with
our unit is at variance from the gear because QEI recently made changes in the
equipment. QEI has not yet updated the
manual but Iam promised one when it
is ready. Fortunately, a large and clear
schematic is supplied.
We were looking for a low powered,
low priced portable transmitter to mate
easily with avariety of different exciters
operating at several different carrier frequencies.
While another manufacturer offers
transmitters with similar RF output levels, the equivalent model is not FCC typeaccepted unless the company's exciter is
mated with it (the units share acommon
power supply). This was far too much of
a limitation for what we had in mind.
QEI, however, posed no such restrictions and earned our interest.
The design of the unit also offers an
easy way to retune the input tuning capacitor for anull in VSWR when driving it with adifferent carrier frequency.
Easy access and a couple of turns
dropped a 2.2:1 VSWR to 1:1 when
changing carrier frequencies by 1MHz.
Greater changes require additional tuning of the QEI driver and PA stages.
For example, our unit as ordered was
tuned to 91.3 MHz. We ran two different exciters tuned to that frequency into
the QEI: Broadcast Electronics' FX-30
and an old McMartin B-910.
Both worked fine with virtually no
VSWR. In fact, the BE/QEI combination
was tested on the air for 10 hours one
night and sounded terrific. The onethird reduction in power brought no
reception complaints from the night's
fairly large audience.
Back on the engineering bench, anew
ITC/Wilkinson Model X exciter tuned to
90.3 MHz was fed into the QEI and a
dummy load. The net result was VSWR
in excess of 2.2:1 which was easily resolved as mentioned.
For KBSU, the following combination
offers aneeded amount of insurance for
our growing network:
• Spare exciters (frequency agile)
• QEI portable 300 W transmitter
• 1200 W gas-powered electrical generator capable of indefinitely powering
the exciter, transmitter and related
equipment
• Every imaginable kind of N adapter
KBSU's expansion includes develop-.
ment of athree-station network. This demands flexible backup support in order
to reliably serve the three communities
involved.
QEI helps in this insurance strategy by
meeting aneed not filled by other equipment manufacturers.
Editor's note: Tim McCartney is aregular RW columnist.
For more information, contact Bill Hoelzel
at QEI: 609-728-2020. The author may be
reached at 208-385-3760.
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WRTI Puts BE FlelArIOA to Work
by Mark Humphrey, Asst GM & CE
WRTI-FM
Philadelphia PA ... When it was time
for Temple University's public radio station, Jazz 90/WRTI to select anew 10 kW
FM transmitter we considered almost every model on the market.
Of course we were most interested in
high reliability, low operating cost and
excellent audio performance, but the
transmitter also had to be capable of fitting through a tight hallway and 35
doorway without knocking down walls.
We selected the Broadcast Electronics
FM-10A, which we installed in January
1987. Now, after more than nine months
of reliable operation, we are convinced
that we made the right decision.
The FM-10A shares many of its subassemblies with other models in the BE
transmitter product line. Our FX-30 has
operated flawlessly since we first turned
it on, and Ican find no fault with its audio performance. It is mounted on chassis slides in aremovable drawer, and is
very accessible for maintenance.
BE has eliminated any microphonic
problems by effective shock-mounting of
the FM oscillator, so we didn't need to
remove the exciter from the transmitter
and mount it in an external rack.
The specified FM SNR is 75 dB, and
we measured nearly 80 dB with the
transmitter in operation.
The intermediate power amplifier also
is mounted in a removable pull-out
drawer. It contains its own power supply and, thanks to its 50 ohm output,
can be operated directly into the antenna
in case of emergency.
The 250 W RF amplifier and control/regulator assemblies are each
mounted on heat-sinked modules which
are easily removed for servicing. The RF
amp employs two VHF power transistors
in a push-pull broadband circuit.

The manufacturer of these transistors
specifies that each is capable of over 160
W of output. In the FM-10A, the PA stage
has apower gain of about 20 dB, so the
IPA only needs to produce about 1% of
the transmitter power output.
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WRTI is licensed for aTPO of 7300 W.
At this level, the IPA loafs along at just
78 W output, so there is plenty of
headroom designed into this stage.
The power amplifier uses acylindrical
folded half-wave cavity, aunique feature
in the BE product line. The PA tube is
a40(7500A tetrode, which was recently
developed by EIMAC for VHF service.
Cavity design
The reliability and performance of the
cavity design has been quite impressive.
The plate blocking capacitor has been
eliminated, and high voltage components are well spaced from grounded
portions of the cavity. We have not experienced any arcing, flashovers or other
dust-related problems.
The PA chimney is clamped directly to
the anode of the tube and thus performs
abonus function as an extra heat sink.
Second harmonic suppression is
achieved by positioning aseries resonant
circuit inside the cavity, rather than
mounting a quarter-wave stub on the
output filter.
This scheme is very effective; we
measured our second harmonic at — 108
dB following the low-pass filter.
Despite its high gain, the PA does not
exhibit any instability or parasitic
resonances.
Neutralization can be adjusted without opening the ,cavity door. One simply turns acalibrated dial on the back of

the PA assembly.
The only fault Ican find with the construction of the PA is that it is necessary
to remove several screws and two knobs
in order to remove apanel to access the
bottom of the tube socket. This is only
a minor inconvenience.
In keeping with today's trends, the
FM-10A is designed for wide PA bandwidth. This reduces distortion and improves crosstalk into the subcarriers, but
Iwas concerned that we might have an
intermodulation problem because our
antenna is mounted just below the antenna of another FM station.
In installations such as this, wideband
transmitters are more likely to generate
third-order IM products which can exceed the FCC limit of — 80 dB.
Just after we put our FM-10A on the
air we checked the level of the predominant IM product. In our case it was
predicted to fall at 84.5 MHz, because the
other station's frequency is 5.6 MHz
above our frequency, which is 90.1 MHz.
No IM problems
Using a precision transmission line
sampler, aPotomac Instrument FIM-71
field strength meter and aGeneral Radio tunable notch filter to prevent overloading the meter with the fundamental frequency, we searched for the IM
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product and found it 105 dB down, well
in compliance with the rules.
Output power of the FM-10A is regulated by an automatic power control circuit, which is also conveniently mounted
in a drawer. It controls a motor driven
Variac which varies the PA screen voltage.
The APC is designed to disregard
momentary power fluctuations, and
keeps the transmitter output within a
"window" of about ± 2% to avoid excessive wear and tear on the motor and Variac.
The APC's secondary preset power adjustment is useful for stations that need
to reduce power when operating into an
auxiliary antenna.
A "soft-start" feature included in the
circuit allows the output power to be
brought up slowly when the high voltage is first switched on.
The main transmitter controller uses
familiar 4000-series CMOS logic for control and comparators for overload sensing. All of the control inputs are isolated
from the CMOS circuits by optocouplers
to avoid damage due to transient voltages.
All of the lines going in and out of the
controller chassis are well RFfiltered. Let
me assure any fellow skeptics that this
scheme has proven to be absolutely reliable so far.
The front door of the controller enclosure can be opened while the trans(continued on page 38)
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Competitive prices with professional service all over the world.
287 Grove Street
Newton, MA 02166, U.S.A.
(617)244-6881
in N.E., PA, NJ and NY
1-800-848-4890

If you're serious about audio producoon,
you'll want to work on atruly professional open
reel recorder. And if you want reliability, precision and sonic excellence in one machine, youll
use atape deck from the world's most respected
name in audio recording: Studer Revox.
The Revox PR99 MKII packs afull load of
production features into acompact recorder. Features like an LED real-time counter for exact
elapsed tape time in hours, minutes and seconds.
An Address Locate button to automatically
search-and-cue to any pre- selected address
point. A true Zero Locate feature to return the
tape to the zero counter location— EXACTLY!
Also auto Repeat to continuously replay atape
segment of any length, and built-in variable
speed control to raise or lower pitch up to 7
semitones.

Other PR99 MKII features include: • Diecast chassis and head block for absolute alignment stability • Self-sync • Input mode switching • Front panel microphone inputs • Balanced
" + 4" inputs and outputs • Swiss/German
craftsmanship and precision. Options include
monitor panel, remote control, steel roll-around
console, and portable carry case.
As for sound quality, we think you'll find the
Revox PR99 MKII sonically superior to anything
else in its price range. But that's for your ears to
decide. Audition the Revox PR99 today at your
Revox Professional Products Dealer.
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Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254-5651
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Larcan now has a microprocessorcontrolled sequencer with more features
than the logic driven unit. It has the ability to log in memory any overloads and
failures for weeks or months via 24 hour
battery-driven clocks. The liquid crystal
read-out panel will indicate the year,
date and time the event occurred.
We have this new microprocessor control on our television transmitter which
has been in operation flawlessly for nine
months.
The worry that a relatively simple
broadcast transmitter can be crippled by
failures of acomplicated control system
is alleviated by Larcan.
Both the logic driven and microprocessor control system can be completely
bypassed by a panel of manual switch
controls.
Starting with blower and filament, on
up to plate, screen and drive, each step
of the operation sequence can be manually controlled.
The automatic control system can then
be removed and serviced as needed. I
must state that we have never had any
problems with either type of control system.
Ibelieve anyone shopping for a new
transmitter should give the Larcan
products careful consideration. We are,
so far, happily living with our decision.

KCMW Stands By Larcan Xmtr
by Dan Davis, DE
KCMW-FM/KMOS-TV
Warrensburg MO ... Purchase of RF
related equipment requires very careful
consideration and planning if for no
other reason than the fact that the decision will have to be endured for along
time.
KCMW installed a new Larcan FM
T25L broadcast transmitter in the spring
of 1986. The transmitter has given
KCMW a greatly improved reliability
over the last year and a half.
We knew our old transmitter inside
and out and could just about predict
problems by the calendar. Repairs could
be made quickly but the failures came
too often.
The new transmitter's reliability
presents adifferent worry. If it does fail
we will not have this in-depth knowledge of what makes it tick.
In addition to having astandby transmitter, we have been able to solve our
problems with the help of the Larcan
staff.
A plant visit
Ivisited the plant in Toronto and left
on afirst name basis with everyone, including the company president. When
there are questions to be answered over
the phone there are faces to go with the
names.
The company's knowledge of its product and willingness to help at all hours

is very reassuring. Many of the employees are stock holders, which gives
me the impression that they will be
around for awhile.
The Larcan people have been building
transmitters for a long time. The company's lineage includes the present
LaBlanc and Dick Communications, Larcan and Canadian General Electric companies.
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Much of the original Canadian GE talent is still at work designing and constructing the present day Larcan transmitter. This employee line spans some
34 years of experience in the broadcast
business.
The performance of the transmitter
meets or exceeds all its published specifications. We do not run an audio proof
once a week but do run one often
enough to satisfy ourselves of quality
operation.
Just as important is the constant critical listening to the final air product,
which has proven to be of consistently
good quality. We play many compact
discs and employ little audio processing.
The automatic power output holds
within apercent or two after just afew
minutes of warm up.
As with any new piece of equipment
we had some minor early growing pains.

A high voltage interlock switch and filament buck/boost switch proved defective.
The final tube originally supplied
showed some intermittent problems.
Larcan quickly and cheerfully corrected
these problems. We have had ayear of
near zero downtime other than stormrelated electrical power outages.
The transmitter is fairly easy to work
on. Some spine twisting is needed to
reach afew things but it is agood compromise of cabinet layout versus cabinet
size and needed floor space.
We run the transmitter at about 15 kW
and have had no cooling problems. The
present final has about 7000 hours on it
with no sign of problems.
Service manuals and diagrams are
very complete. All parts lists show the
original manufacturers' own parts numbers and descriptions.
Larcan maintains aparts supply depot
near St. Louis, Missouri. All communications are made to the Toronto plant for
shipments to be made from St. Louis.
Uncomplicated control system
The transmitter shipped to us has a
logic driven sequencer to control operation. Everything is started in the proper
order and with correct time delays built
in.
Overload conditions are shown by
LED indicators which stay illuminated
until cancelled manually. Thus intermittent overloads can be traced hours and
days later.

Editor's note: Dan Davis's 25 years of experience in broadcast include building atelevision station from the ground up. He's been
CE at KCMW-FM/KMOS-TV for eight
years.
For more information, contact Charles
Coyle at Larcan: 301-498-2200.

Lets You v The Competition! GL&
Retro Kit,
Your Belar Monitor and Virtually Any FM Tuner.
The GLM Electronics BMK-1 is the
reasonably priced alternative to the high cost
of frequency-agile FM Monitors. The BMK-1
is a modification kit for the popular BELAR
FMM-1/FMS-1 FM Monitors which converts
the units from fixed-tuned to frequency-agile.
Specifications of the converted monitor with
respect to modulation percentage, frequency response, crosstalk, noise and separation
are virtually unchanged from the unconverted units.

stable digital tuner will be most convenient
for monitoring use.
The BMK-1 assembly is extremely welldesigned and provides stable, low- noise
operation. The design assures operation over
a wide range of input levels and nocompromise construction assures long life
with trouble-free operation.
Included in the kit are the replacement Al
assembly and crystal, replacement stand-offs
for the new Al assembly, parts necessary for
conversion of the FM tuner and an interconnecting cable. The manual is complete and
includes complete installation and adjustment instructions as well as hints on elimination of erroneous readings.

The conversion is accomplished by the
removal and replacement of the Al assembly
and LO crystal in the FMM-1. With the use
of instructions provided by GLM, atap from
the 10.7 MHz IF of auser-provided FM tuner
is installed and connected to the RF input of
the modified FMM-1. Since the FM tuner is
used only for conversion of the received
signal to 10.7 MHz, specifications of the tuner
are relatively uncritical, although amodern,

User assembly, installation & alignment
required.

GLM BMK1 Kit $399 95

OVERNIGHT & WEEKEND EMERGENCY (
317) 935-0455
ATLANTA, GA
(404) 964-1464

CHICAGO, IL
(312) 470-0303

DALLAS, TX
(214) 423-8667

LOS ANGELES, CA
(818) 843-5052

RICHMOND, IN
(317) 962-8596

SEATTLE, WA
(206) 838-2705

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO (416) 731-3697

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. BOX 1487

RICHMOND, IN 47375
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Continental 817A Makes Debut
by Johnny Bridges, CE
WYAY-FM
Atlanta GA ... Y106 began looking for
another transmitter when we agreed to
lease space on atower taller than our existing facility in 1985.
At the NAB in 1985, Continental announced their 817A transmitter, aonetube design capable of up to 60 kW output. We felt that this would be an economical choice for a main transmitter
sin -e our 40 kW unit could serve as a
backup
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Consequently, we purchased both the
60 kW transmitter and ahigh-speed. gaspowered antenna switch for the installation
The new transmitter was shipped in
early 1986, placed in the building and
checked and tightened.
Once the physical installation was complete. we called Continental field service
for the initial turn on, proof and setup.
Because it was the first unit installed.
Continental supplied not only Ken Branton of their field service division, but
also Ken Sides, the design engineer
responsible for the transmitter.
The transmitter turned on without
problems. and tuned into the antenna
easily The initial proof was good, and
in acouple of days we began operating.
We noticed, and the Continental folks
removed, some RF causing glitches in
the 15 V power supply. This was because
of RF pickup in the wiring harness.
13,000 hours
Because the design had never been
subjected to an RF field (factory development is done into aresistive load) we felt
that the designed-in suppression was
quite good.
We currently have something over
13,000 hours on the unit and have had
very few problems considering it's the
first one in the field.
Our Continental representative as-

sured us that the factory would watch
and support the unit closely. This has in
fact been the case.
When aquestion arose over grid tuning, the factory test technician appeared
promptly at our facility with wattmeter
in hand to demonstrate the proper
procedure.
Since the driver consists of two units
combined, each of which has several
output devices within it, tuning the
driver into the grid is somewhat different from the classic approach of " maximize everything."
As a result of his trip several plastic
components in the grid tuning section
and around the final amplifier have been
replaced with teflon, which has somewhat better RF characteristics in the FM
band
Company modifications
Continental has made several modifications to the unit based on operating experience in the field. Two blowers have
been removed and replaced by improved
baffling, and tour power supplies have
been reduced to two, all in the interests
of greater reliability.
In addition, we've been told to expect
replacements for several of the control
cards because we've made modifications
to the circuit side of ours as they became
available.
How does the transmitter work? In a
word, well. However, you must be sure
to follow the book procedure used for
tuning the final grid. Other than this it's
a straightforward unit.
Everything on it is metered, either on
analog meters or in the seven pages of
text available both on the front-panel display, or remotely via modem, phone line
and terminal.
The user is given the option of contact
closure for remote control or use of an
RS-232 bus for control and metering.
The control logic is battery-backed, so
that the unit will wake up after apower
failure (directly on-air if the outage is less
than 30 seconds).
All the remote closures are optoisolated, as are many of the internal overload circuits. Thus we don't anticipate

eFOLDED UNIPOLE

lightning problems with the unit.
The driver circuits use several low
power semiconductors combined internally rather than one or two high-power
ones. Thus the RF voltages involved are
low on any one device. This should increase the driver reliability.
We can't say for sure about this, however. We've only had the driver stop
once, due to overtemp from a failed
blower.
The factory's response was to redesign
some baffling inside the driver box to improve airflow and eliminate the blower

and its mate on the other driver. We
don't expect to see the problem again.
Our tube has the highest number of
hours of any on it (over 13,000) and
shows no signs of stopping. EIMAC says
the tube is not life-limited in this service as long as filament voltage is handled
intelligently.
We see some variation in grid currrent
between tubes (there are two more 817A
units located at the same site) but it
doesn't seem to affect their operation.
Each is stable over time. We haven't
had any reason to think the tube will do
anything but continue to operate for
whatever its emission life may be
The transmitter has two CPUs used for
(continued on page 38)

OUR FM
MONITOR
DESERVES
A SECOND
GLANCE.
BUT IT DOESN'T NEED IT.
Engineers look twice when they first see
dur 691 Stereo and SCA Monitor. But when
they start to use it, they find the 691's
meters are easily tracked in a single glance.
Like everything else about the 691, its
measurement displays are very well
thought out.
A color-coded system ties together the
associated displays, switches, and jacks for
a particular function or test. Select your test
by pushing a color-coded button and
simply read the results on all of the indicators. It's as easy as it sounds.
Other benefits of the 691 include over 40
proof-of-performance and signal quality
measurements. Add a scope and use the
691 as a spectrum analyzer. .. or get a
vector display of LIR phasing. Perform a
Bessel Null calibration in minutes. Measure
clipped composite accurately and quickly.
The 691 can now be optionally ordered to
measure two SCAs. There are many other
features. . write or call for complete
information

Custom- Made Kits by Cortana Corpora bon

'

THE ULTIMATE ANTENNA
FOR AM BROADCAST!
Ideal for synchronous AM transmitters and
traveler's information service.

0E1 CORPORATION

QE!

One Airport Drive =iBox D
Williamstown, NJ 08094
Phone 609-728-2020
Toll Free 800-334-9154

BROAD BANDWIDTH for better mono or stereo sound and
effective range increase,

GROUNDED ANTENNA helps eliminate lightning and
static electricity problems;

ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS -VHF and UHF antennas on
a unipole fed without discontinuity in transmission lines;
ELIMINATES LIGHTING CHOKES, transformers, base
insulators, static drain chokes, and spark gaps;
EFFECTIVE AS A DETUNING SKIRT;
FULLY ACCEPTABLE BY FCC -The Folded Unipole is easy
to assemble and apply'
Also available from Cortana:
Radial Chaser" Inspection Tool
Stati-Car Lightning Preventor
Write or call for free brochure.

Copperweld TM Dist.
4001 LaPlata Hwy.
Farmington NM 87401
(505) 325-5336
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BEXT Design Key to Performance
by Dave Petric, CE
KACE- FM
Los Angeles CA ... Within the past
year, rye had the opportunity to operate, in one way or another, various
pieces of RF equipment from the BEXT
line of exciters and solid state amplifiers.
Although these units are made with
American and Japanese components,
they are assembled in acountry better
known for designer fashion and fast cars
than its broadcast equipment: Italy.
Imust admit that it was the appealing
design that first caught my attention. And
the idea of having all the adjustment controls on the front panel, including the frequency of operation, was intriguing.
Because Isupervise several stations
and at times there is the need to exchange equipment, and because the
BEXT line is conveniently front panel
programmable, Iarranged for a direct
on-the-air comparison.
At the time, KACE had agood exciter
on the main transmitter. In fact, every
time Ihad to work on the main, putting
on the back-up, the station staff would
scream because the sound was so bad.
It forced me to do maintenance at 3AM.
Going back to the day of the demon-

stration, we installed one BEXT exciter on
the back-up transmitter, and switched to
compare the sound with the main.
On my stereo modulation monitor
everything seemed to be okay, but you
know that there is always someone at the
station that doesn't like something even
if everything is all right.
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So Icalled the studio. "What do you
think about the sound of this other exciter?" Iasked. "What exciter? Isn't the
main on now?" was the answer. The
BEXT exciter was, indeed, transparent.
Later on, the group ownership needed
areplacement exciter for its Milwaukee
station, WLUM. Of course we decided
to go for the 30 W BEXT exciter.
As soon as CE Tom La Machek put it
on the air he noted an impressive improvement in the high end and the
sound in general. The exciter has been
on the air now since last winter. If it
weren't for how good it sounds, Tom
would have just forgotten about it.
Now I'm working on aproject at anew
transmitting site in Barstow, California.

The Loss Leader Will
Make You A Winner
Trans- hybrid loss — the actual separation of caller audio from
host audio — is the reason you buy a telephone hybrid. In over
250 installations, the lelos 10 delivers 35 to 40 dB trans- hybrid
loss on real phone lines. Its nearest competitor specs amere 24 dB.
Leciiar loss be your gain! Call Bradley for details and a30 day,
no re evaluation.

BRADLEY
BROADCAST
SALES
Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference

Call Toll Free 800-732-7665
8101 Cessna Ave. • Gaithersburg, MD 20879 • MD & DC: 301-0650 • FAX: 330-7198

The Telos 10 is another digital solution manufactured by:

telos systems
5500 South Marginal Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44103 • 216-361-0463

This time, the BEXT guys had aused 500
W solid state amplifier available.
We chose to go for that to save some
money, together with a new BEXT exciter. The exciter was, at this point, nothing new for me, but it was the first time
Isaw one of their amplifiers.
Because it was an older, used model
we decided to upgrade it at the BEXT facilities in San Diego.
Iwas present with the BEXT people
when the updating was done, so Isaw
the construction and design. Like the exciters, it is solid and well-designed.
As Iwas driving back from BEXT with
essentially an entire 500 W FM station in
just 14 compact inches, Itried to consider objectively their production.
Icame up with alist of pros and cons.
Reliability, serviceability, performance
and solid construction, as well as conser-

vatively oversized heat sinks and cooling
system are definitely on the pro side.
Ialso like not having any variable capacitor, nothing to tune on the RF chain
and all adjustments on the front panel.
On the con side, the manual is definitely skimpy compared to others, but
it still contains the schematics and basic
necessary information.
Also the unit is so compact and intelligently built that once learned it is easier to work with, but the more modern,
innovative design must first be learned.
As Imade my way back to the station,
Ikept glancing at all the equipment sitting in the back seat of my car that the
station had just purchased from BEXT
Iwas sure of at least one thing: We'd
definitely gotten alot for our money.
Editor's note: Dave Petric is the CE for AllPro Broadcasting.
For more information on BEXT products,
contact Ann DeFazio at 619-239-8462. The
author may be reached at 213-564-7951.

KFKF Selects Harris Xmtr
(continued from page 29)
to combine the two transmitters with the
diplexer.
This, while not a fault of either
manufacturer's equipment alone, unfortunately can be a typical problem for
us—trying to integrate equipment from
multiple vendors into asystem that will
allow efficient station operation.
This situation has a happy ending,
though, thanks to tremendous vendor
support. Both ER! and Harris stood behind their products, came to our aid, and
worked together to solve the problem.
Since that time, operation has gone
smoothly. The new transmitter has done
everything it is supposed to do. It has
even surpassed our expectations in some
areas.
For example, we expected the broadcast range and audio quality to improve
substantially from our old transmitter
and antenna, but we didn't expect,
listeners to comment on the improvement.
A major benefit, of course, was the expanded broadcast coverage area. Our
signal-reach area has increased from a
radius of about 32 miles to more than 44
miles since installing the FM-35K and a
new antenna.
In addition, some of the FM-35K's features, including the front panel alphanumeric multimeter, allow agreat deal of
data to be stored in the transmitter. This

data provides engineers with agood record of the machine's behavior and operating constants.
Those features were not available on
the old transmitters. They didn't give
you the kind of detailed analysis that the
FM-35K does.
Another benefit of the Harris FM-35K
is that its diagnostic capabilities allow it
to care for itself. It automatically adjusts
power if necessary and diagnoses itself
if a problem should occur.
This saves operator time and translates
into cost savings, because our engineers
don't have to make service calls merely
to diagnose problems.
A welcome benefit, too, is the fact that
the Harris sales and technical staffs are
willing and able to help us integrate
equipment from other vendors.
All in all, the Harris FM-35K has performed admirably so far—well up to our
stringent standards for equipment in our
revamped stations.
In fact, we're so pleased with the transmitter at KFKF in Kansas City that we
have purchased another FM-35K for our
WPDS-FM station in Tampa.
Editor's note: Dick Wholey has worked in
broadcast engineering for 20 years.
For more information on the Harris FM35K transmitter, contact Martha Rapp at
217-222-8200. The author may be reached at
305-925-1027.

SPORTS/NEWS STATIONS
and other media.
• Send or receive air
or other audio
• Ideal for satellite backup
• Uses standard telephone line
• No external power required
• In use light and reset button
• Must for flagship stations

KS Products

AA-4
$139 5°COD

Box 137, Maple Glen, PA 19002 ( 215) 542-8117
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Pragmatist Updates CCA "D"
by Thomas R. McGinley, DE
First Media Corp.
Washington DC ... Pragmatic engineers all realize that any high power
FM broadcast transmitter is basically just
a couple of stages of tuned amplifiers
and supporting power supplies. All the
critical action happens in the exciter.
CCA has manufactured transmitters
for about 25 years and has stuck with the
same basic philosophy of building a
quality product that is easy to maintain
and can fit into any budget.
The design incorporates the very stable and broadband grounded grid PA final amplifier, which has been copied by
numerous other companies. Other primary features include straightforward
control and protection circuits, full metering and conservatively rated components.
CCA offers afull line of FM transmitters up to 27.5 kW in the new "G" series.
All incorporate built-in HV power supplies. An improved exciter features a20
W broadband output module.
All models 8 kW and higher employ
the 5CX1500B IPA pentode which uses
redesigned high-efficiency coupling networks capable of delivering up to 2200
W of RF drive to the final. The "8" version of this tube has virtually eliminated
the premature failure problems encountered with the 5CX1500A.
The 5CX1500B has different inter-electrode capacities, so it will tune up differently. But it's aworthwhile improvement
for any transmitter using this tube type.
With the advent of 20 to 50 W FM exciters, CCA realized that the predriver
stage preceding the IPA in the 10 and 20
kW "D" models was really no longer
necessary.
The 5CX1500B can be driven directly
from ahigh power exciter via api section
grid coupling network.
Eliminating the predriver significantly

improves AM noise and SCA performance by getting rid of the highest Q and
most unstable stage in the transmitter.
The new CCA transmitters also incorporate improved air-flow and cooling
capability.
The improvement adds a second 550
cfm Rotron blower to the PA/IPA cavity
and double the area of filtered intake air.
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Report
First Media operates six CCA 'D" model FM transmitters, all between 15 and 20
years old. Ron Baker at CCA wanted
dearly to sell me new transmitters.
While Iwas contemplating replacing
these rigs, Irealized that many of the improvements available in the "E" and "G"
models could be easily retrofitted into
the " D" model units with a modest investment. Even profitable major market
stations are running lean and mean
nowadays.
While the transmitters have been reliable, Iwas not particularly happy with the
tube life, power output headroom or the
AM noise/bandwidth performance.
The tube life problem was attacked using two solutions. First the air-exhaust
ductwork was shortened and enlarged
and the high-altitude blower kits were
installed in our 20,000D transmitters.
Increased positive pressure intake air
was provided by cutting a much larger
opening in the transmitter's back door
for alarger filter panel and installing a
large blower in the air-intake window of
the transmitter building.
Second, the old 3CX10,000A7 PA final
was replaced with a3CX15,000A7, as was
done in the "E" and "G" models. These
tubes are exactly the same size.
The only difference is alarger filament
in the 3CX15,000A7 which provides al-

"
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most double the peak emission. This allows a cooler running filament at the
same power output, which in turn provides increased tube life.
The only changes necessary to accommodate this tube switch are replacement
of the filament transformer, filament
chokes and rheostat.
Since arebuilt 3CX15,000A7 only costs
$65 more, the cost of replacement parts
(available directly from CCA) should be
amortized after the first life cycle with
the larger tube.
The switch is made easier by the fact
that any 3CX10,000 series dud can be
rebuilt into a 3CX15,000A7.
We made this change at WPGC in
Washington on a pair of FM 20,000D
transmitters running combined for 40
kW and the PAs are still running strong
after 10 months of non-stop operation.
Changing the PA final tube type would
have technically voided transmitter typeacceptance under the old rules. Since
those rules have been modified with
deregulation, the transmitter's output
must only be checked for spectral purity
with a spectrum analyzer.
Achieving good full power output
headroom with any of these rigs is
primarily dependent on driving the grid
of the 5CX1500B IPA well into Class C
saturation for optimum efficiency.
Other engineers Ihave talked with
have had trouble maintaining a full 20
kW with the FM 20,000D. Most of the
problem can be cured by carefully positioning and adjusting the very touchy
link-coupled IPA grid network for optimum match, or by driving the stage
directly from a high power exciter
through a new pi section network.
If you're in the market for a new FM
transmitter at avery affordable price, the
new CCA "G" line deserves agood look.
If your budget only allows aused transmitter purchase or if you need to get an-

E

XPANDABLE DIGITAL REMOTE CONTROL.
As your station metering requirements grow
to additional sites and channels, the DRC 190
from Hallikainen & Friends grows with you.
By its inherent, modular-expansion design,
the DRC 190 can accomodate asingle
transmitter or grow to manage up to 100.
Reliable firmware includes amultiple access,
anti-contention data packet system, allowing
any site to communicate with any other site
over wire- line, subcarrier or half-duplex UHF
radio. The same firmware allows expanding
the system by adding additional sites or
channels at any time. For asystem to grow
with, not out of, exeand with the DRC 190.
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other five years or more out of an old
"D" model, the foregoing discussion
may provide food for thought.
There's a lot of common sense value
in those rigs, especially since most
replacement parts are still used in the
current models and are readily available
from CCA.
Ron Baker would prefer to sell you a
new transmitter but is also very willing
to help resourceful engineers obtain improved performance from their older
CCA FM transmitters.
Editor's note: Thomas McGinley has been
in broadcast since 1964.
For more information contact Ron Baker at
CCA Electronics: 404-964-3530.
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ANTENNAS, INC

For
Excellence
In Antennas
•A complete
line of TV and
FM Broadcast
Antennas
'Modern 7,000
ft. test range
facilities
'Innovative
Engineering
Careful construction
'Two Year
Warranty on
Product and
Workmanship

With over 1500
delivered, we've
helped more
stations
penetrate their
market.

FCC Directionals
Pattern Studies
Multi-Station Arrays
Full Scale Measurement
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JAM PRO ANTENNAS, Inc.
PROGRAMMABLE

EXPANDABLE

AFFORDABLE
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DRC021
0
900

HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS sI A4INsLuulstiROBBV)4
,
CA 93401-7590
Circle Reader Service 19 on Page 28

6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, CA 95828

(916) 383-1177

TELEX 377321
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CSI Keeps it Simple
by Kirk Harnack, Owner
Kirk Harnack Engineering
Memphis TN ... FM transmitters don't
need microprocessors, fiber optics, highspeed diagnostics and 16-bit error detecting serial ports for external PCs; at least

rUser

Report
that's the premise behind the design and
construction of CSI FM transmitters.
In November 1986 Iinstalled aCSI T25-F1 transmitter in Frenchman's Bayou,
Arkansas for KWLN-FM. Despite power
outages, unstable line voltage and lightning strikes to the 700' tower, the CSI
transmitter performs quite reliably.
The T-25-F1 is a25 kW FM transmitter
consisting of two cabinets and an external low-pass filter. The driver cabinet is
CSI's T-3Fi—a3kW two tube transmitter.
The PA cabinet uses a single 3CX15000A7 tube to produce up td 25 kW.
Behind this transmitter's reliability is
the most simple, uncluttered design on
the market. CSI has made no effort to
build acompact transmitter; indeed, every internal component is easy to reach,
clean and service because of the voluminous cabinets.
Internally, both cabinets are similar in
their construction. They use virtually the
same PA cavities and have the same
components wherever possible to minimize down time in case afailure does occur.
Another highlight of the transmitter's
design is the easy-to-read meters. CSI
uses large, accurate meters to show AC
line voltage, filament voltage, plate voltage and current and forward power all
simultaneously.
These meters are angled for non-glare
viewing and are quite effective when

tuning the transmitter for best efficiency.
A small multimeter on the T-3-F1 shows
the IPA parameters.
Each of the tuning and loading controls on both cabinets are very "broad"
in their action. This makes for easy and
accurate tuning of the transmitter.
Further, the settings are quite stable.
In 11 months of operation none of the
tuning controls have needed to be
moved from their original settings.
Installation of the transmitter proved
to be almost enjoyable. (I'm speaking
strictly for myself; the station owner is
still miffed because Iwas reading the
manuals while he was pushing and
shoving the transmitter into place.)
After the cabinets were set and the

transformers and chokes were installed,
hooking up remote control and remote
sample voltages was simple.
Since the transmitter was installed in
November 1986, we have been off the air
three times due to transmitter problems.
The first two were factory defects; an airflow switch vane broke off and ablower
time-out relay failed.
The third time, apower surge caused
failure of ahigh-voltage rectifier stack in
the PA cabinet. This may have been
prevented with AC surge suppressors.
The exciter CSI provided with this
transmitter is not of the high-performance type. It exhibits conventional specs
for frequency response and THD.
However, since the grounded-grid design of the transmitter is inherently quite
broad, the full benefits of asuper highperformance exciter are easily realized
when used with the CSI transmitter.

by Joseph Bahr, Pres
WVIS-FM
Frederiksted St. Croix VI ... The
Energy-Onix MK-25, 25 kW FM broadcast transmitter presently being installed
at WXYX reflects the basic features of the
new line of FM broadcast transmitters
offered by Bernie Wise's newest transmitter manufacturing enterprise.
The MK-25 provides the broadcaster
with an extremely reliable transmitter
with considerable reserve in power output capability, low operating expense, an
understandable modern control system,
aform factor which reflects ease of accessibility and utilization of standard
parts available from local distributors.
The basic RF chain consists of a20 W
solid state synthesized exciter that operates at only 5W output. This unit drives
a solid state broadband amplifier that
can produce 300 W, but only 150 W are
required in this application.
The solid state amplifier drives a

Have you ever wondered if your night operator will
remember . . . to switch patterns at sunrise? . . . to
periodically check critical levels? ... the correct
transmitter restart sequence? You'll never have to worry if
Potomac Instruments' RC16 + is on the job. Because it'll
do all these tasks for you. Plus alot more. Automatically.
With its microprocessor based control logic, the basic
RC16 + provides 16 telemetry channels with automatic
out-of-tolerance alarms and remote raise/lower controls;

MOO
ke I

Editor's note: Kirk Harnack Engineering
is a nationwide broadcast installation and
troubleshooting service.
For more information, contact Bernie Gelman at CSI: The author may be reached 901529-0098 or 901-353-4837.

Energy-Onix Intros the MK-25
303000A7 zero bias triode housed in its
own RF box. It is capable of producing
4 kW, but is used for 1700 W.
The final stage, a30(15000A7, can produce 35 kW and really loafs when producing 25 kW. Its output efficiency is
80%; its plate dissipation is only 6125 W.

I
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Report

The transmitter contains two independent blower systems. The driver cabinet
blower produces 230 cfm when 25 cfm
is required; the PA blower produces 680
cfm when 275 cfm is necessary.
This conservative cooling, together
with the utilization of filament regulated
transformers and low dissipation, assures the user of three to five years of
tube life.
The control system utilizes modern
CMOS circuitry that is insensitive to RF
or transients. The control panel indicate

With our Automatic Remote Control System
your transmitter - and your personnel - will
operate with increased efficiency

• •

One point must be made about dealing with CSI after sale. They appear to
be in the business of building and selling transmitters—and not in stocking a
huge inventory of replacement parts.
Because of the transmitter's heavy construction and the use of commonly available parts, this should not be aproblem.
If you're accustomed to 24 hour service and overnight parts delivery, this may
not be the transmitter for you. But if you
can do your own troubleshooting and
have access to parts suppliers, the CSI
25 kW FM transmitter should prove a
reliable unit and agood investment.

• " •

plus 16 status channels. The automatic functions — pattern shift, transmitter restart, power control — are preprogrammed in accordance with station license requirements and controlled with an accurate master clock.
The RC16 + is also expandable. In 16 channel increments, up to atotal of 64 channels. With the remote video
display option your chief engineer can get a detailed
readout of all measured parameters. It's updated every 30
seconds and connects to any standard telephone. The optional plug-in automatic logger provides a permanent
record of all transmitter activity. Log intervals, sequence,
and alarm flags are user-selectable.
And, best of all, the RC16 + is cost effective. No other
unit on the market offers these features and capabilities at
this low price.
Basic System
Additional 16 Channels
Plug-In Automatic Logger
Remote Video Display Unit

$ 4,995.00
1,865.00
2,499.00
650.00

OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589-2662
Circle Reader Service 20 on Page 28

the status of all interlocks and operational controls.
The system can be operated automatically or in a manual mode.
In addition to having VSWR protection
the control system also contains a "fold
back" circuit which prevents amismatch
from producing areflection in excess of
a preset value.
And it contains an automatic "RaiseLow" control system which maintains
the transmitter power output constant
independent of line voltage variations.
This circuit is overridden when the
VSWR exceeds a preset level.
The control system may be operated
from either a local or remote position
and automatically restores itself to operation in the event of apower outage. The
delay in reapplying plate voltage is
related to the off time.
The MK-25 is the only zero bias triode
FM broadcast transmitter available
which indicates the grid and plate currents of the vacuum tubes with meters
at DC ground potential.
In addition to these meters, the MK25 incorporates four directional couplers,
two plate voltmeters, two filament voltmeters, one line voltage meter and an
elapsed time meter.
The final feature which should delight
all CEs are the two override panels
which can be used in the unlikely event
of amalfunction of the control system.
These override panels can only be
operated when "unlocked" by aspecial
key. They contain individual override
switches for every major control.
Editor's note: For more information, contact Bernard Wise at Energy-Onix: 518-8281690. The author may be reached at 809778-6993.

Inc.

High performance at affordable prices.
• 15. 20, 30 and 80 W exciters.
• 100. 200, 250. 400, 500 and 1000 W amplifiers.
• All front panel programmable, broadband, solid state.
• 2 and 20 W STLs.
• 24 Hr. technical support on call.
• Credit/Leasing options available.
BEM. Inc.
739 Fifth Ave., San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
Telex 229882 LJ M U R
Circle Reader Service 44 on Page 28
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Model X Exciter Gets a Retrofit
by Gordon H. Allison, Radio Sales Mgr
TTC/ Wilkinson
Broomfield CO ... Although several
hundred TTC/Wilkinson Model 8090X exciters have been sold in the past three
years, the product remains largely unknown.
Its performance capability is comparable to CD players: SNR of 90 dB or better, frequency response good at all
modulation levels and distortion less
than 0.01%.
The exciter was given a separate AC
power supply chassis, removing the line
transformer from the exciter cabinet itself, preventing stray inductance from affecting audio quality.
Since a cooling fan's magnetic field
could also indirectly generate audio
hum, the 8090X exciter was designed
without a fan.
A switch mode power supply was
designed for voltage regulation. It operates from 28 VDC, switching at a 250
kHz rate. This frequency was chosen to
be well above the 120 kHz bandwidth of
the exciter to prevent output noise.
An input filter module holds the 250
kHz power supply signals inside the exciter while input audio signals are given
low pass filtration to remove stray RE
The exciter's active input audio amplifiers are critical to the audio system's SNR.
VCAs were used to attenuate the audio signals by using DC control voltages
adjustable from the front panel.
Because no commercially available
VCA has the required 120 kHz bandwidth and 0.005% distortion figure or a
—75 dB attenuation range, we developed
a novel Gilbert Cell push-pull VCA.
The exciter also utilizes a Class AB
FET, rather than aClass C amplifier. It
always provides a50 ohm output match.
TTC/Wilkinson has made an extra effort to include monitoring for modulation, final amplifier input power and RF
I
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FM BOOSTER TRANSMITTERS

forward/reflected output power.
Since the exciter's introduction, ongoing improvements have been made. The
original exciter contained a20 W output

r
Technology

' Update
amplifier. Today that has been upgraded
to a30 W version, running close to 40 W.
Improvements have been made on the
driver circuitry where two resistors and
switch mode supply switch transistors

were upgraded for improved reliability.
Current production units contain bipolar transistors and component changes
to improve the 10 MHz reference source.
A factory-sponsored retrofit program
will make the 10 MHz reference improvements available on all exciters which have
not been previously upgraded.
Since the FCC now allows on-channel
FM booster stations with power levels up
to 20% of a station's licensed ERP, the
Model 8090X has provisions to phase
lock its output to a source transmitter.
The company also has a 10 MHz in-

put/output port allowing two 8090s to be
locked together or to a stable 10 MHz
source as abackup to the exciter's internal reference.
Those customers who use low to
moderate amounts of processing reap
the biggest benefit from the cleansounding Model 8090X exciter.
The exciter's noise floor sits below the
ability of most test equipment to measure.
The exciter's automated frequency control loops avoid overshooting and the attendant buildup of baseband noise,
limiting peak modulation capability.
Editor's note: For more information, contact the author at 303465-4141.

Comtech's 3.8 Meter has the Extra
Performance Margin Needed for
Crystal-Clear Audio Reception.

Why Settle for Less?
Major network affiliates all
over the country are specifying Comtech's 3.8 Meter
Antenna. The reason is
simple: No other antenna in
its size category can deliver
a gain of 42.9 db at 4 GHz.
This increased performance
margin means outstanding
audio reception on SCPC
sub-carrier signals, and digital even in low EIRP areas.
Comtech's leadership in
satellite antenna design is no
accident. They pioneered
the exclusive 3- piece
"splice- strap" parabolic
reflector with a superior sur-

face tolerance unequalled
by mesh or other home-type
antennas. The result is higher
efficiency, optimum sidelobe performance and
increased gain. This is the
extra margin of performance that only a Comtech
Antenna can provide. That's
why literally hundreds of
Comtech 3.8 Meter Antennas are operating today at
radio stations throughout
the U.S.

Allied Broadcast Equipment

So why settle for marginal
performance when you can
have a performance margin
today and in tomorrow's 2°
spacing environment.

Broadcast Equipment

distributes Comtech
Antenna systems to the
radio industry nationwide.
Call today for more
information.

317-962-8596

ALLIED

3712 National Road West
P.O. Box 1487
Richmond, IN 47375

Comtech Antenna Corp.-Taking the lead in Satellite Antenna Systems

30 - 100 - 300 - 500 WATTS

FEATURING:
a Frequency Synthesized, Solid-State
Stereo Exciter
• Broadband, Solid-State RF Amps.
• Sub-Carrier Capability
• In Service and Field Proven
• FCC Type Approved ( Notification)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
• FM Stereo Generator
a FM Sub-Carrier Generator
a FM Stereo Demodulator
a Low Power FM CP Antennas
a Transmission Line & Connectors

OTHER APPUCATIONS:
• Educational FM
• Standby Transmitter
ii Replacement Exciter and/or IPA
Write or Call for Complete Technical
Specifications and Information
In Ohio and Northeast, Call:
Jim Phillips ( 419) 782-8591

Radio Station KAIR/JOY. Inc.
Tucson. Arizona
3.8 Meter Antenna Installation

PowerPak Systems, Incorporated
P.O. Box 694
Cleburne, TX 76031
40

(
817) 645-4274
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BE FM-10A Installed
(continued from page 31)
mitter is operating without any strange
behavior caused by RF pickup.
The transmitter is constructed in two
cabinets, one for the high voltage supply and the other for the remaining
stages. In our installation, it made sense
to bolt these together, but they can be
separated by more than 30' if necessary.
All air going into the cabinet passes
through astandard 16" x20 " disposable
fiberglass filter which can be replaced
with the transmitter operating.
The PA blower is driven by ahefty 2
HP motor.
It is still too early for me to comment
on tube life, but we have logged over
6000 hours on our first tube and it shows
no sign of emission loss.
Several hours after we installed our
FM-10A, amajor snowstorm shut down
the Philadelphia area for two days. Our
transmitter passed this test and has continued to operate reliably ever since.
We have had less than five minutes of
down time, which occurred when acircuit breaker tripped due to apower line
disturbance. We have had no component
failures or other unpleasant surprises.
Our new transmitter sounds noticeably
cleaner on the air than the old one it
replaced even though we had upgraded
the old unit with a modem exciter.
Iattribute much of the improved performance to the FM-10Ms wideband RF
circuitry. Crosstalk into our 92 kHz SCA
also improved significantly.
The synchronous AM noise of the new
FM-10A measures about - 52 dB on
peaks with normal program audio and
SCA in operation, according to our Belar FMM-2 modulation monitor.
The documentation supplied with the

FM-10A is among the best I've seen for
apiece of broadcast equipment.
And, it's nice to see all of the safety
features BE has built into the transmitter. In addition to interlocked shorting
sticks, there are clear plastic covers on
some of the high voltage points which
could be accidentally touched.
There are safety interlocks on every
door and panel where they are appropriate, but no interlocks on the low-voltage
subassemblies where they would be
needless and a nuisance.
We believe the FM-10A will be agood
investment in the long run. It is obvious
that BE has done agood job determining what is really important in an FM
transmitter.
Editor's note: Mark Humphrey is SBE certified and entered the engineering profession
"by taking apart the family toaster"
For more information, contact Bill Harland
at BE: 217-224-9600. The author may be
reached at 215-787-8405.

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineer

11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac MD 20854
301-983-0054
Member AFCCE

TOWER DESIGN AND
FABRICATION, INC.
TOWERS. ANTENNAS. STRUCTURES
New Tall Towers, Existing Towers
Studies, Analysis. Design Modification.
Inspections, Erection, Etc.
Rt. 1, Box 33AA
Sturgeon, m0 65284
(314) 687-3932

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
(803) 785-4445

For more information, contact Bill
Hoelzel at QEI: 609-728-2020, or circle
Reader Service 66.
Broadcast Technology of Colorado
has just brought the Model 1000 SCA
generator designed by Bob German to
the FM market.
The quality and price of the generator brings this technology within reach
of budget conscious small market radio
stations and also bigger stations that
can use it as a back up to existing
equipment.
The SCA carrier frequency is 67 kHz
and 92 kHz simultaneous. Audio input level is 0dBm to 10 dBm and input impedance is 600 ohms. Frequency
response is ± 1 dB at 50 Hz to 7500
Hz.
An optional mute module and compressor module is also available.
For more information, contact Bob
German at Broadcast Technology of
Colorado: 303-641-5503, or circle
Reader Service 78.

Continental 817A Debuts at WYAY
(continued from page 33)
metering and display/RS-232 drivers,
with an arbiter to select the best one. We
find that ours likes the #2 position,
regardless of which card is actually in the
#2 position.
Since it is position sensitive and has
reacted this way only on our unit, we
think there's something in or around the
CPU cage resonant at 106.7 MHz.
When time allows, we will try some
bypassing to see if the #1 CPU won't
come back on. We're in no hurry; the #
2works fine and the transmitter isn't dependent on the CPU to operate anyway.

Consultants
R.L. HOOVER

QEI's "New Reliables" include the
FMQ-3500 and FMQ-5000 3.5 kW and
5 kW FM transmitters. A single tube
design incorporating agrounded grid
EIMAC 3CX3000A7, the transmitters are
highly stable and never require neutralization.
The newly-designed 100% solid state
IPA assembly consists of an automatic
power control/splitter module, one (for
3.5 kW) or two (for 5kW) 250 W amplifier modules and acombiner module.
Each amplifier module incorporates
its own protective circuitry. Complete access to all IPA modules is
provided by lowering a hinged front
panel.
Any module may be connected
directly to the final power amplifier,
providing a quick "work-around" in
the event amodule fails. Modules may
be removed and re-installed during
transmitter operation.
The price of each transmitter includes an operating spare parts kit and
a 15,000 hour tube warranty.

BROADCAST
TECHNIQUES

Br

Applications
FIELD ENGINEERING
SERVICES
P.O. Box 26899
Phoenix, Az. 85068
602-242-2211

Robert M. Lund
Broadcast Consultants
Auburn, Massachusetts

R.J. GRANDMAISON. P.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER
Applications and Rulemakings
11213 Split Rail Lane
Fairfax Station, VA 22039
(703) 764-0513
Member AFCCE

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
11 Field Engineering

What would we like to see different?
The CPU system has more potential than
is currently being used. We may look at
feeding the information available into a
PC in order both to store it long-term,
and to have the last reading or two available in the event of a shutdown.
The factory says that the next production run will see some of the small components relocated for ease of access. This
hasn't been agreat problem, but mov-

ing some of the control component ,
from the second cubicle to the thini
might make cleaning abit easier.
Editor's note: Johnny Bridges has 20 years
of experience in broadcasting and describes
himself as "acountry boy who enjoys sunsets."
For more information, contact loe Bradley
at Continental: 214-381-7161. The author
may be reached at 404-455-0106.

FM Waiting for Solid State
(continued from page 29)
anumber of them, much to its surprise.
But the price difference between tube
and solid state at that power level is not
significant. The break point appears to
be, at least from QEI's experience, at 2.5
kW for FM solid state.
QEI showed at NAB "two or three •
years ago" a2.5 kW FM solid state transmitter which used the same design principles of the 1kW.
"It was met with aresounding yawn,"
says Hoelzel. Part of the problem, he
says, is that it was more costly than a3.5
kW tube-type transmitter.
"We knew it would be more costly, but
we thought there was apossibility of acceptance. We weren't right," he says.
Clearly the technology is here to make
ahigh powered solid state FM transmit-

ter, but at what price?
Broadcasters are likely to hang onto
their tube transmitters until the cost of
the devices decreases and the efficiencies increase, perhaps through the development of switching capability and
innovative transmitter design.
And manufacturers don't foresee that
happening anytime soon.
"I wouldn't even hazard a guess of
when it will happen. Last summer this

whole industry was looking around
wondering where the next sale was going to come from," says Hoelzel.
So it appears that the reported slow
going of the transmitter market in
general may have put off any hopes for
solid state technology for FM transmission, at least until apoint well into the
future.

Broadcast Engineering Software

Applications Field Engineering

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

617/832 2611

(414) 242-6000

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

Member AFCCk

Moffett,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
Membef AFCCE

=or - MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
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Rural 8e Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784

Contact Radio World, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22941
for availabilities. Phone 809-336-3045

Price $475.00'
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals
has continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter
in first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial
input. Adjacent channel (j25 kHz) down 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 31
2 " H, all metal
/
enclosure. In stock— available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
6 Curtis St • Athens OH 45701 • 614-593-3150
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THE ONE BOX SOLUTION
THAT MADE SCA WORK
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SIDEKICKS
ON-AIR

Broadcast Technologies, Inc.

"I have been operating one SCA on 671e on My Dallas,
TX station or erne years. After manYyears of the normal
problems of crosstalk, noise, etc., Modulation Sciences Cie
fionerd with the
elde SCA, generator. Ihave never
spoken out for aparticular device in this column before, but
\lound et etue eel Prdb\em ‘ nad been ebei‘encing,
disappeared when Ifinally got one of these units and installed
1985

'it at the studio beteen my stereo generator and composite
51... Ifounci that the crosstalk, main to sub and sub to main,
was improved almost 20db and the system noise was markedly
improved also. "Mere is no measurable degradation to the

Here's how Sidekick makes SCA work
Sidekick ins .
:allation is quick, easy, and problem-free:

stereo PedorMance oç \oudness
ate' \NO t‘le ne\N ru\es
allowing stations to increase their total modulation 50/0 for
each 100/0 of injecton, the main channel (mono) level

•Install at studio or transmitter.
•Insert anywhere in chain via Sidekick's loop-through
composite input/output (SCA input NOT required).

suffers anegligible 0.5db reduction in loudness:'

•Remote control provisions standard.

Reprinted by permissen from Broadcasters ID. Aug' Sept 1985

30- Market Survey Results:

SIDEKICK IS THE
#1 CHOICE OF MUSIC
SCA OPERATORS.
modulation
sciences, inc.
115 Myrtle Ave.

From SCA: Radio Subcarrier Report

Brooklyn, NY 11201

1986

9/
85

Sidekick's elegant circuit design takes the hassles out of SCA:
•Sidekick is tweak-free and drift-free.
•Crystal-Iocked synthesizer is stable over time/temperature.
•Excellent RF and EMI shielding.
•Performance certified by an independent PE. (to receive a
copy, just call).
Sidekick's " One Box Solution" builds in everything you need:
•Integrated audio processor for superb SCA performance.
•Noise generator and synchronous AM meter lets you tune
transmitter for minimum crosstalk.
•Super-accurate peak & hold SCA deviation monitor.

Waters Information sen, ices, I
nc

Call Toll- Free (800) 826-2603
In N.Y.S. (718) 625-7333
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And Get Sidekick Working For You.

DYNAMAX CTR12 and CTR14 shown

The DYNAMAX® CTR10 Series
Why it's number one
competitively priced CTR10 Series
Ourcomes
complete with features that cost
.

extra in other machines. Like automatic fast
forward, three cue tones, built-in audio
switcher and multiple machine mixing
capability.
In the last 15 months of production,
Fidelipac delivered over 2000 CTR10 Series
cartridge machines, making the CTR10
Series the most popular cartridge machines
in the world today.
Operators work faster and smarter with the
CTR10's rapid audio search, programmable
repeat play lockouts, flashing " played"

indicators, front panel 1 kHz defeat and
audio status monitors.
Engineers love the CTR10's easy- to- service
straightforward design. Gold-plated, fully
removable solder- masked circuit boards.
Built-in diagnostics. 15- volt RFimmune
simple CMOS logic. Full function remote
control. They also love our 2- year warranty
and our super service.
And your listeners will love the sound.
There are many more reasons why the
CTR10 Series is number one. Get them all.
Call Fidelipac or your authorized
DYNAMAX distributor.

Fidelipac Corporation O P.O. Box 808 O Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A G FAX: 609-235-7779 0 TELEX: 710-897-0254 0 609-235-3900 0 Toll Free 800- HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
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